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Tonight and Thursday
Fair; Temperature
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las vegas

NO. 62.

VOL. XXXIV.

BILL

American
railroads
were" trying, with the aid of Canadian
roads, to "paralyzze the canal." He
said American roacis first tried to
prevent, the construction, ana then to
rem. let the operation of tne canal.
Failing in that, lie said, they nad appealed to their "strong neighbor m
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OPINION DE-ROOT'S
SENATOR
NOUNCED BY THOSE. WHO
FAVOR FREE TOLLS.

THAT
TOR

o'gorman
PROMINENT

OF SENA-

AND OTHER

SOLONS

R0USEIS

THE

,

AMERICANS

THE BELIEF

IS

DIVIDED

ARE EXPECTED WHEN NEW YORK MAN'S
MEASURES COMES UP.

STORMY

DEBATES

Washington,

Jan.

22.

Advocates

of free passage for American ships

through the Panama canal have marshalled their forces in the senate to
combat favorable action upon the
Root amendment, providing for re
peal of the American exemption provision. The determination of Chairman Brandege to call a, meeting of
the canal commission to consider the
(Root amendment, has aroused the
friends of the free passage provision
to a united fight against any modification of the law passed last August.
Senator Root's speech of yesterday
was replied to today by Senator
Senator
O'Gorman of New York,
Newlands of Nevada and others who
claim the United States has full authority under its treaties, to give free
passage to American coastwise traffic. Senator O'Gorman was a memwhich put
ber of the
into the democratic platform at Baltimore the plank endorsing the free
toll '"'provision and s his ' attitude
throughout the canal fight has been
vigorously opposed to the position
Senator
taken by his" colleague,

in

also, interested

mono-lizin-

.

TEDDY TESTiFitS
STEEL

Smart
Replies Often
are Thought of Just
too Late

ELECTION

COUSIN

OF COURT

AIR COLORADO

THE

IN

KENYON CHAMPIONS LABOR
Des Moines, la., Jan. 22. "I have a
course mapped out to fight a battle in
congress in the next two years for

SCANT CEREMONY
THE

WEDDING

IN

TRUST TRIAL

FREE MILEAGE

,

THAT STATE

IN

IS ONE OF THE SOURCES OF
POLITICAL TROUBLE.

Washingion, Jan. 22 Improper and
illegal use of railroad passes is being
investigated by the interstate commerce commission. The inquiry has
proceeded far enough to show, in the
language of .'he commiBssion, that
"carriers have a ery generally obeyed
the letter of the law," but it is indicated that "tne issuance of passes for
state travel has operated to defeat
the purpose of the act to regulate
commerce; that passes for state travel have been issued to certain shippers and denied to others; and that
the moving consideration of such
passes has been the routing of interstate shipments of property."
The first public hearing upon the
subject will be held by Commissioner Harlan at Denver tomorrow. It is
intended to hold hearings in all parts
of the couutry.
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PROMINENT

SHIP'S OFFICERS
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22i Respon-

COSTUME

Vancouver, B. C., Jan.
RICARDO ALAR ID, THE PRISONER, sibility for the seven deaths which MRS. SHEPARD WEARS HANDSOME
.resulted from the loss of the steamer
NECKLACE, 8AID TO HAVE
ONCb WAS ACTIVE IN STATE
Cheslake, which sank at Van Anda.
BEEN JOSEPHINE'S
POLITICS
B. C., January 7, was fixed upon Chief

Smita Fe. N. M.. Jan. 22. Charles
C. Closson, sheriff of Santa Fe county, today was served with a writ is
sued by the state supreme court on
ir,fnrmtinn of the cautain of the
state police, oharglng him with contempt on the grounds that he is alAlaleged to have permitted Ricardo
months
three
of
sentence
rid, under
and a fine of $100, to leave the county
jail on divers occasions when the prisoner was supposed to have been confined in a cell.
, Sheriff Closson says he paroled the
prisoner as a trusty at the jail, which
was customary in the sheriff's office
The
when a prisoner was orderly.
31.
set
was
for
January
hearing
The prisoner in question, Ricardo
Alarid, for years prominent in Santa
Fe county political circles, is said to
havA hpen seen freti'antly on the
streets of Santa Fe, apparently enjoying life as though nothing like a
sentence stood between him and free- ddiii. 'The coin plaint li the case, which
is signed by Attorney General Frank
W. Clancy upon affidavit of, Captain
Fornoff of the mounted police, recites
live different occasions upon which
Alarid was Been at large since the
date when he commenced serving his
sentence in November last, a sentence
which will not expire until February
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THE WORST PLACE PARTIES

Steward George Booth and Freight
Clerk Gilbert Vaux of the steamer toTarrytown, N. Y., Jan. 22. MiS9
Miller Gould was married at
Helen
the
was
coroner's
It
day by
jury.
charged sleeping passengers had not 12:30 o'clock this afternoon at Lynd-hurs- t,
her country home, to Finley
been aroused in time to escape. The
Johnson
were
Shepard. an American railroad
and
exonerated
pilot
captain
man who has risen from the ranks.
from blame.
The bride went to the altar on tha
aim of her brother, George J. Gould,
who gave her away in marriage. An
FIRE THREATENS TO
orchestra screened by masses of flowers in the music room, played the Lt."'
hengrin wedding march, while thy
DESTHDYijA TGVN Reverend
Daniel D. Russell, pastor o
entirely
the Irvington Presbyterian
ami
Helen
the
ceremony.
performed
ST. ANTHONY,
IDA., SUFFERS
Dorothy Gould, nieces of Miss Could,
DAMAGE TO THE AMOUNT
stood with her. Garbed In pale pink
OF $250,000 TODAY.
satin, they acted aa flower girls and
St. Anthony, Ida., Jan. 22. A fire, were her only attendant?.
The couple stood during tre cerewhich started in the
American
block early today and spread to ad- mony beneath a bower of
of
festoons
roses
with,
joining buildings, was under control Beauty
to
almost
reaching
asparagus
shortly after r.opn. The fire for a
a modColorado Railways Testify.
time threatened to destroy the town. the ground. The bride carried
Denver, Jai.1, 22. At least a dozen
'A Fmall water supply, at first est bouquet of lilies ot the"'" :' v. her
is
witJiesses;-4ii(i.is'ifioweit"',"''-freight and pasavailable, soon failed oa account of ravtfi-Jisenger officials of five of the railA rope of exquisite pearls, srrtd lo
frozen pipes. A conservative estimate
roads operating in Colorado, are
of the loss was said to be $250,000. have once adorned the Empress
scheduled to testify at the governNapoleon's wife, and a
Fire fighting equipment was rushed
ment hearing into the issuance of
diamond pendant, the latter
here from nearby towns, but proved
railroad passes in this state, which
of little use on account of the water the bridegroom's gift, were the only
opens tomorrow. The witnesses in
jewelry worn by the bride. The pearl
shortage.
elude representatives of the following
Several narrow
escapes resulted were a bequest from Miss Gould's
roads: Denver and Rio Grande; Atcni-son- ,
from the collapse of roofs ind walls. mother.
Topeka and Santa Fe; Union Pa- 11.
Less than 100 people were bidden
A high wind carried the flames to
and Quincy; and
cific, Burlington
one.
to
the ceremony. They Included close
and
The case is an interesting
firemen
while
adjacent buildings,
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific.
in 1906, Alarid was arested for citizens fought valiantly to prevent relatives of the bride and the brideEarly
Last November the Denver and Rio
deadly assault on one Camilo Marti- structures across the street from be- groom and friends of long standing.
Grande and the Colorado and South- nez, a
were: Mr. and
city policeman The policeman coming ignited. A number of per- Among the relatives
ern railroads were indicted by a fed- was shot in the
onJ.
Klngdon Gould,
Mrs.
Gould,
sons were overcome by the cold.
George
leg and recovered
eral grand jury at Pueblo on a charge
Mr. and
Mrs.
months
Jin.
Gould,
and
three
about
Jay
dead
to
be
shot
The origin of the fire has not been
ly
of influencing interstate shipments later
Nazario Alarid. a nephew of ascertained. St. Anthony is the Fre- Mrs. Anthony Drexel, Jr., Georga J.
by
by issuing passes within the state. On Ricardo. Young Nazario was captured, mont jounty seat, the location of ine Gould, Jr, the Misses Edith and Gloria
December 1 the roads discontinued
tried and convicted of second degree state industrial school and has a pop- Gould, Mr, and Mrs. Edwin Gould and
the issuance of free transportation.
their sons, Edwin and Frank; Duko
murder and is row serving a 99 year ulation of about 4,000.
An anti-pasbill, based on the fedson.
here.
sentence in the penitentiary
block, largest and Duchess Tallyrand and their
The
eral law, now is before the Colorado
After a long delay Ricardo Alarid luiiuiiijs in St. Anthony, is on fire, Little Prince de Sagan;' Howard
J.. Gould,
legislature.
was indicted and tried for the assault and, as frozen pipes have practically Gould, Mr, and Mrs. Frank
cut off the water supply, the entire all of the bride's immediate family;
of the unfortunate policeman and
Mr. and Mrs. Burton II. Wright, Mrs.
to one, year and one day in the town is threatened.
D.
W. Cutter, Miss Cutter, at of the
made
is
A
sentence
being imposed
being
desperate effort
penitentiary,
4, 1913.
WANDERING RANCHER
family. Mr. Shepard's
was
taken
bridegroom's
to
McFie.
ana
citizens
was
firemen
prevent
by
Appeal
by
signed
by Judge
This majority report
ill
is
and was unable to ba
mother
court
was
the flames spreading. The fire
to the New Mexico supreme
O. T. Toombs and W. Ii Chrisman.
CLAYTOP
IN
FOUND
m.
an
was
present.
affirmed.
a.
7
hour
and
at
discovered
the
where
judgment
Marcos C. fle baca, of Sandoval,
Among the friends pres nt were;
Not satisfied with the findings of later was making rapid headway. The
move(1 1() lay tne report upon the taDr.
and Mrs. Qbarles II: Snow. Miss
would
alone
of
this building
Alarid's attorneys again loss
ide, which waB done. The house WILLIAM McMATH
RATON tliis tribunal,
OF
Gould Snow, Gordon and Mow- Helen
United
the
to
over
to
amount
led.
a
nnea
time
$250,000.
this
then took up Ihe minority report
DISAPPEARED JANUARY 2;
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Walker,
ard
tne
St.
Snow,
The building is occupied by
States circuit court of appeals at
from the judiciary committee preWAS THOUGHT DEAD.
W. B. Walker, Mr. and
Mrs.
Ma
afand
Consolidate
the
a
National
First
delay,
after
bank;
long
Paul, which,
sented by John B. Burg, minority
Mrs. B. F. Bush, Mrs William Noiih-wll- h
Machine
Mexico
New
ot
ed
company,
the
and
is
the
Wagon
firmed
findings
of
the committee, wjiteh
member
Raton, N. M., Jan. 22. William
a stock of 1 00,0ml; Chase Furni- - 'nip, Miss Ida Northrup, Mr. and Mrs.
court. In the meautime Governor
as follows:"
a wealthy dairyman who mysto
Bell Tele-- J Edward A Perhall, Miss Lit a
sentence
$50,000;
ture
the
commuted
on
company,
had
Mills
occur
Whereas, a vacancy will
teriously disappeared from his home 90
and
offices, j Rex Perhall and Mr. and Mrs. How-an- d
days In jail and a $100 fine. Upon phone company exchange
March 1, 1913, in the representation here
2 ana was believed to
, ard G. Northrup.
January
and
federaf
profession-business
of
the
many
mandate
by
of the state of New Mexico in the have been murdered, has been locat- receiving the
men.
Lyndhurst, the great country hcus
court the state .supreme court imposI'nited States senate,
ed In a Mexican hut near Clayton, 125
seems no possibility of of the bride, was redoleuf wltt tbo
the
with
There
accordance
in
sentence
ed
this
that
it
Resolved,
be
Therefore,
miles east of here
scent of flowers. In every room th
action and Alarid, shortly checking the flames.
legislature shall cn January 28, 1913
"
This information was contained in governor's
r
j
rested on the mantles high banl,s
the
from
The flames
election last Novem
proceed under the law governing such a letter received by Mrs. McMath in after the general
buildmoss covered with cut HUcb of tts
cases to the election of a senator, for which it was stated her husband had ber, commenced serving his sentence, block are spreading to adjacent
s
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same side of the street, .valley and edged with smilnx.
on
the
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1913.
least
4,
officially.
March
the term beginning
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with
street
the
their
the
across
considerable
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ling
The case has excited
The house was still in session late from a windmill, and had wandered
to mlnent danger. Families are fleeing were showers o! American
Beauty
mountains of a sensation in Santa Fe, owing
tb's afternoon. A number of bills over the
household goods.
conroses.
with
their
of
the
the
partirs
prominence
were introduced during the session.
for a week. A relief party left today
The dining room, where a buffet
The fire continues to spread. The
cerned. Sheriff Closson is a popular
The senate was In session this af for Clayton.
gut- luncheon was
block
.wd ai'.r t' i t.r,-is
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completely
office
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Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 22. The
house this afternoon, by a vote of 16
to 32, refused to go on record as declaring the election of Judge Fall last
June legal and regular, and, by a vote
of S3 to 15, adopted a resolution to
hold an election for United States
senator on January 28.
The first test came upon the report
of the committee on judiciary. The
majority of that committee reported a
resolution as follows:
Whereas, on the sixth day of June,
A. D. 1912, by the action of the legislature then assembled under an election held according to the provisions
of the laws and constitution of the
United States and the provisions of
the constitution of the state of New
Mexico, Honorable A. B. Fall was duly
elected United States senator for the
state of New Mexico for the term
beginning March 4, A. IX 1913, and
his election was duly declared by the
Hon. T. C. de Baca, lieutenant governor of the state of New Mexico, at
that time presiding over the joint
of the legislature which so elected him, and,
Whereas, the governor of New Mexico failed to sign the credentials of
Senator Fall, and,
"Whereas, a private legal adviser of
the governor has published in the
public press an opinion which at least
questions the legality and regularity
of said election, and,
Whereas, we desire to affirm our
belief that the said election was legal
and regular and in conformity with
the law, but being desirous that no
question be raised which may cast any
doubt upon the legality of the said
election;
'
Therefoie, be it Resolved, that this
legislature shall on the twenty-eightday of January, A. D. 1913, proceed
under the law governing such cases
to the election of a United, States sen
ator for the term beginning March
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New York, Jan. 22. Colonel Theodore Roosevelt was a witness today
in the government's steel trust dissolution case. The hearing started
shortly after 11 o'clock. Colonel
Roosevelt was asked only one Question by the counsel for the govern
ment, namely whether statements
contained in a letter which he wrote
to
Root.
Attorney General Bonaparte conThe democratic forces in the house cerning the T. C. and I. deal were
'
and senate are divined over the ques- true.
in the affirmacolonel
declaraThe
the
replied
tion, notwithstanding
tions of the national platform. An tive. R. V. Lindabury, counsel for
attempt in the senate to bring about the steel corporation, then took up
a change in the law tt this session the cross examination.
Mr. Roosevelt testified that he was
probably, will open a fight more bitoraware
that the government had
the
attended
which
than
that
ter
an investigation of the steel
iginal passage of the canal law.
a
create
Indeed
painwould
"We
corporation before the T. C. and I.
ful impression abroad, if this mighty was taken over.
"They reported to me unfavorably
nation should surrender to the con- doin
its
regard to the Standard Oil, but
power,
of
',. trol
.any foreign
its
in regard to the Stsel corof
control
the
and
favorably
Hesl.ipolicies
commerce.
isffestic
poration," hQ said.
called Mr. Roosemain- Mr. Linabury
and
never
can
do,
,we
syaiat
'
a letter in which
to
the
attention
and
velt's
'tanflsb.e prestige, the honor
of the bureau
Garfield
Commissioner
of
this
republic."
glory
This reply by Senator O'Gorman to of corporations said he did not know
Senator Root marked the opening in of a single instance in which the steel
the senate today of the fight against corporation had refused information
the Root amendment for the repeal to the government.
The colonel said that sucn was uln
of the free passage provision of the
new Panama canal act.
understanding of the fact.
1
a
do not remember at what date
Britain
had
Great
expended
"If
half billiou dollars 'n an enterprise the government was made acquainted
coraffecting her people as the Panama with the operations of the Steel
poration," he explained. "It was not
canal does ours, what would be
attitude ,if the United States should until Mr. Garfield undertook his work
make complaint against her action?" as commissioner that I ha-- my attention specifically called to them."
he asked.
was
followed
"So you were familiar with these
O'Gorman
by
Senator
Senator Newlands, who also asserted affairs when you had your interview
that the United States held domestic witn Gary and Frick?"
a foreign
"I was familiar with the investiga-powe- r
rights at Panama which
He
proposed tion," replied the colonel,
could not dispute.
re-Does Not Regret Action,
provision
passage
free
that the
the
objec- Xo matter what might have been
main in the bill, but that
tions of Great Britain be met with an the motives behind the Unitedaoamendment whereby the United states Steel corporation when it
me
ana
iron
coal
sorbed
would
pay
Tennessee
the
Stales government
tolls remitted upon American coast- company five years ago, Theodore
Roosevelt, as president, would have
wise shipping.
"All that foreign nations have the sanctioned the deal.
He so testified today at the re- right to insist upon," said Senator
of the hearing in the gov- the
charges
sumption
Newlands," is that
so- which American ships are freed from ernment's suit to dissolve the
steel
trust.
called
shall not be imposed upon foreign
"Not one thine coula have been
shipping."
.
ie company ...t,Sl,
Senator O'Gorman replied directly Known aoou,
to Senator Root's declaration that could have a.rereu my action,
the United States was bound by the said emphatically. "I was contending
solemn pledges of its treaties to sub- with a panic."
b
questioned for
mit' to arbitration the Panama controine coiouei
arbiHe
two
hours.
clapped his
nearly
versy. He declared the latest
and shouted "Hurrah" when he
tration treaty negotiated with Great
Britain had been defeated in the stepped down. At times he upbraided
while thane now iii force ex Judge Dickinson, counsel for the govfrom arbitral Ion ernment, for linking miestioiia about
pllcity exempted
know" aim
iiii'iiiloii Involving Die national lion '(liliiKH I don't
whlln coiiiifccl ariftiel, ttiar.
or or vlin) Intetecisi uf tim t i, ;t(
duller tliiiii II.. I.l
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human rights, moral laws and decency
AT
GOULD
In politics and legislation," declared
beSenator W. a Kenyon In a speech
fore the Iowa legislature today, actendered him
cepting the
on Joint ballot by a vote of 96 against
57 for D. W. Hamilton, democrat
ORDERS
"The time has come," continued the LESS THAN A HUNDRED GUESTS
COURT
SUPREME
BODY
COMMERCE
IS INFORMED
STATE
IT
MAJORITY
BY SUBSTANTIAL
"when the laboring man must
WITNESS MARRIAGE OF RAIL
senator,
FE
SANTA
OF
THEY ARE BEING USED FOR
THE ARREST
VOTES DOWN MEASURE RATIbe given a larger share in the wealth
KING'S DAUGHTER
OFFICIAL
COUNTY
ILLEGAL PURPOSES.
FYING FORMER ACTION
ho helps tot create."
The senator pledged to do all in his
to aid the Wilson administra-ton- , MR. SEEPAEO h'APPY GSCOM
power
FREEDOM
LEAVES MR. FALL GUESSING LETTER GF LAW IS OBEYED ALLOWS PRISONER
"not from a partisan standpoint
but when the measures advocated by
BUT NOBODY LOOKS AT HIM, ALU
THE OFFICER
BUT GRANTING OF STATE TRANS- WRIT DECLARES
FOR
ADOPTS RESOLUTION
the democratic president would proCONVICTED
EYES BEING TURNED UPON
CONFINE
NOT
DID
the
for
PORTATION
greatduce the greatest good
INFLUENCES
ELECTION ON JANUHIS BRIDE
PRISON
number."
MAN
est
TO
BUSINESS FOR ROADS.
ARY 28

transportat-

FAVOR

!

i

DECLINES RAILWAY PASSES SHERIFF ACCUSED

HOUSE

This activity, he declared, haa
been followed by a Canadian appeal
to the Hiitibh government.
Senator Martine of New Jersey
also talked against the proposal to
repeal the free toll provision.
"It comes with bad grace for Great
Britain to demand arbitration," he
said, "when her whole history has
been, one of greedv and avarice In
,
dealing with the world."
Knox Outlines Status,
Senator Knox today outlined the
status of the Panama canal negotiations with' Great Britain in this formal statement:
"The answer of this government to
the British protest against the Panama canal act was forwarded to Lon
don last Saturday by telegraph. It
was read by the American charge
d'affaires and a copy was delivered'
to Sir Edward Grey Monday morning.
It was proposed by this government
to make it public Tuesday, but, at
the request of Sir Edward Grey, who
desired to transmit it to the British
parliament on Thursday, its publication was deferred as a matter of
courtesy to the British government.
ion."
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increases in 61 and decrease
in 23, the list of cities in wbieii there
were increases being much larger
than in any previous month for a
long time. The cities in which there
were losses are widely distributed: in
many instances the same cities havr
shown a long period of activity it
building construction or in a section
in which tie other cities show
marked increases, so there need be
OF STATE
RESERVE
no apprehension In regard to.the cor PORTION
FUND IS READY SAYS STATE
dition of affairs in the cities in whlcf
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
there were losses.
wf-r- e
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FOREST SEDVICE DECLARES RETAILERS WILL BUY EARLY
FOR SPRING TRADE.

Albuquerque, N. M., Jail. 2.' An
interesting summary of the yellow
pine market conditions, ?u.eived in
the third district headquarterss if it'e
United State forest senv:u hers, is
given out for general information
and not with any official approva.
being as follows:
The passing of 1912 finds the yellow pine market holding a position
stronger than at the close of any year
in a long while. This can be said f f
all branches of the market yard
stocks, railroad, structural and export
and is a rather encouraging baBls
on which to commence a new year.
Demand is not very strong for yard
items but this is natural at ibis season and is causing little worry as to
what will come about after the first
of the year. Those best informed
the opinion that yard supplies
in this section are very light and
will of necessity have to expand materially early in 1913 if
spring requirements are 10 be supplied promptly. The big crops and
generally improved business conditions forestall a heavy consumption
and it is not likely that the retailers
will pass up these signs and not buy
In anticipation of good spring business. Railroad demand is holdii
well and the call f.r export and coastwise material is very satisfactory.
The local yellow pine market may be
said to be very satisfactory, with Jul
indications pointing to a satisfactory
market during the first half of the
coining year.
A manufacturer
of yellow pine
d

says:
"Roads in the east, which have
heretofore drawn their entire timber
supply from the states of Georgia,
Alabama and Florida, are now secur-

The following circular bas been
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
out to the county schoo; supergent
Tour druggist will refund money if
intendents:
cure
to
OINTMENT
any
falls
PAZO
case or Itching, Blind, Bleeding or To county Superintendents:
Your careful attention is U!roc;c!
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
to the matters with which tin cirCLYDE HAHN DEAD
Clyde E. Hahn, who was well known

in Las Vegas, having played with several local orchestras, died on January
10, at his borne in Roberts, 111. The
young man had a large number ot
friends here and the following article
from the Roberts Herald will be ot
interest to them:
Clyde R Hahn, son of Mr. and Mrs?
William Hahn, was born in German
ville, LIvington county, Illinois, July
30, 1S88, and departed this life at his
home in Roberts, Friday morning Jannary 10, 1913, aged 24 yearB, 5. months
and 10 days. In January 1891, when
Clyde was, but two years old, his parents moved to Roberts and he has
lived here ever since except when he
was in the west on account of his
health, and as the farm on which he
was
born Is only four and a half
miles from Roberts, this has reallj
been his home.
The deceased was a young man of
more than ordinary intelligence. He
was generous, courteous and obliging,
and never tried to appear other than
he was. If he had a fault none wou'd
be quicker than himself to admit it.
He was educated in the Roberts school
from which he graduated in the class
of 1904 after which he turned his attention to music in which profession
he showed marked ability. In connection with his musical work he was
for some time a piano salesman for a
Kankakee firm. About four years
ago his health began to fail and in
October 1909, he went to Las Vesas,
New Mexico, where he stayed until
He again went
the May following.
to Las Vegas last September but disease had gained too strong a hold and
after a stay of two months returned
to Roberts. Here he gradually grew
j worse until hig death.
He ieave8 to
mnnrn hi ,intimelv death hia father.
his mother and two brothers, Marshall who lives on the homestead and
Elmer of Chicago, besides other relatives and a host of friends.

ing their requirements from the west
of the Mississippi river 'mills, because of the decrease u ne supply
in the east. So we 'nave every rea
son to believe a greater amount ol
lumber and timber will be consumed
by the railroads during l91o than dur- Ing any other year since 1906 or 190.
While it is true cement, steel and
iron have taken the place of lumber for many purposes, it .8 also true
there has within the last few years
developed a greater demand for paving blocks and silo material, whici
from all indications will more than
BRAKEMAN IS KILLED
offset the reduction of the consumption in other directions."
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 22. John
Is extremely active af Casey, a Santa Fe brakeman, employ
Building
over the country, particularly in, thfe ed on a work train near the quarry at
large groups of cities the growth and Bluewater, on the coast lines, was In
the prosperity of which have come jured early yesterday morning so se
to mean so much to this country CI riously that he died at Suwanee while
ficial reports from 86 cities to Con- being brought to the hospital In
struction News show that permits
4
were taken out In November for
The unfortuante brakeman fell un
estia
total
der his train and hia left arm and left
buildings involving
mated cost of 164,033,322, as against leg were severed from his body. He
17,161 buildings representing a total was placed on an eastbound train and
cost of ?59,603,753 for the same Dr. Hansen of Gallup administered
month a year ago, an increase of 1, emergency treatment, but the injuries
423 buildings and $4 429,570,
or 7 "were too great and death came some
per cent. Of the entire list then three hours after the accident
I

Albu-querqu- a

1S,-58-

cular letter deals.
State Aid for Weak Districts.
I believe we are now in a petition
tJ distribute a portion of av state
reserve fund set aside for the purpose of assisting district in maintaining five months of scnool. The
requirements for securing state aid
are: (1) The district must have a
Ircal district levy of jj miils; (2) one
school room for eah
children ot
school age or fractioi thereof;
a total expenditure inr iE.aintaij.ing
school for the full 'period of five
month) not to exceed $300 per school
&

()

room.

In order to make the distrilnil'n
intelligently, I require information
a.1 to the following points: (1) A complete financial statement for ench district needing state aid, beginning
with the balance on hand June 30,
1912, the date of your last report to
this department, and ending January
31, 1913. L'se the enclosed blank for
this purpose and enter the receipts
and only those warrants which have
been paid by the county treasurer tip
to January 31, 1913. Your report
should check with the county treasurer's report of balances to the traveling auditor on January 31, 1913.
Accompany your report by a list t
warrants outstanding approved, but
not paid for want of funds. (2) Give
number of school rooms and number
of teachers in each district needing
state aid. (3) Give number of mills
of each district needing state aid,
whether the maximum has been levied or not.
The constitution requires that each
district shall have five months of
school and chapter 51 of the laws ot
1912, provides for such a term. From
present indications, our reserve fund
will be sufficient to secure the minimum terms for each district. Please,
therefore make the reports asked for
above during the first week in February.
Bonded

Indebtedness and Sinking
Fund.

no report for
your county with reference to bonded indebtedness and sinking funds
I have as

yet had

for the various districts for the year
Please send report showing
June 30, 1911,
bonds outstanding
bonds issued and bonds paid during
the year; and bonds outstanding June
Also send report showing
30, 1912.
balance in sinking funds June 30,
1911, receipts and disbursements fol
such funds during the year and balance in funds June 30, 1912. Very
respectfully,
ALVAN N. WHITE.
1911-1-

January

18, 1913.
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The New Breakfast

Hutve you tried it?

PEACE

MONUMENT

AVAILABLE
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MOVEMENT IS ON FOOT TO PURCHASE ANCIENT FAMILY
SEAT IN ENGLAND.
A means for the celebration of the
approaching centenary of
peace is the purchase and
j maintenance as a place of pligrimage
and memorial of Sulgrave Manor, the
home of George Washington's ances
tors in Northamptonshire, England.
The movement now has the consid
eration of the Historical Society of
America, and may result in a country-wide
subscription to raise funds
for the purchase of the site.
Of the many thousands of Americans who throng to Stratford every
year, perhaps onl; a small number
are aware that the ancestral home of
the Washlngtons is only a few miles
Still smaller is the number
away.
who make a pilgrimage to Sulgrave
or to Brington, ten miles farther,
though the memories and traditions
of these places are so closely connected with the ancestors of George
Washington.
A George of An Earlier Century.
At Wormleigh, nearby, there is an
old church which has the records
chronicling the marriage of Robert
Washington in 15C5 and the birth of
his son George in 160S, antedating his
famous namesake in America by
more than a century. Even now if
would be hard to oilow on the mai
this maze of oyroads which, winding
between hawthorn hedges, gliding
'neath the overarching branches ol
ancient elms, leaa through villages
which are the very embodiment of
quiet and repose.
And Sulgrave, the cradle of the
Washingtons, seems the Bleepiest and
loneliest of them all a gray, straggling hamlet, with only here and
there a dash of color from flower
beds or vivid walls, looking much as
it must have looked when the lait
Washington was lord of the manor,
more than 300 years ago.
The old Washington home is a little to one side of the village, and a
stony path leads into the farmyard,
where most any day one may find tne
good man who lives ther stabling nis
horses. A typical country woman
of the tenant class-ci- ll
welcome the
visitor to Sulgrave Manor.
To Be Peace Centenary Site.
It Is the place that will form a site
for the peace centenary when the
purchase arrangements of the manor
are completed.
The old Washington home is not extensive or imposing it never was,
for that matter for 300 years ago
domestic accommodations were not
elaborate even in the homes of gentility, and while the Washingtons
ranked high among the' gentry, they
did not possess a title. The house
has not been greatly altered in outward appearance, at least and fortunately the thick: stone wall and
heavy oaken beams yield but slowly
to time's ravages. Tne most Imposing feature Is the solid black oak
staircase, with its curiously twisted
imbanisters.
however,
Nothing,
presses the American visitor so much
as the Washington coat of arms, executed In plaster in one of the gables
by the ancient owner.
This coat of arms had suffered
much from the weather, but has been
protected lately by a glass covering.
The outer wallB were originally
covered with plaster, but this has
fallen away in many places, showing
the rough stone underneath, and elsewhere masses of Ivy half hide the
windows. If one
small, square-panefollows' the rough cobblestone walk
it will bring him to Sulgrave church,
and It Is here one must stop and
look for the caretaker, otherwise he
enters not, for Sulgrave church has
been kept under strict lock and key
ever since one of the Washington
brasses was stolen by an American,
of course a few years ago.
Building Hat Been Restored.
The church is a small, rough,
building, much restored,
even to the stolen brass tablet to the
memory of the first Lawrence Washington.'
The story of Sulgrave's connection
with the Washingtons is not common,
and a short sketch of it may not be
amiss. In the reign of Henry VIII
Lawrence Washington was mayor of
Northampton and a gentleman of consequence. Sulgrave was among the
confiscated church lands which tne
king was offering at bargain prices,
cud Lawrence Washington purchased
It for $1,500. 'His Krandnon, nnotfier
Lawrence, wag forced by ttdvers')
lo tfelr the estate, and
British-America-
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tics.
One of the busiest officials these
days is the governor, William C. Mc
Donald, into whose offices a stream
of legislators flows. The governor
seems to be bearing up well under

the strain, but it must be pretty hard

on a man who has led the outdoor life

to stay tied at his desk hour after
hour.
Another busy official is the governor's efficient secretary, Miss Olsen,
who probably knows more people in
New Mexico than any other woma:i
in the state.
No Word From Washington
The attorney general, Frank W.
Clancy, has received no word from
Washington about some legislation
New Mexico has before the supreme
court Legal eyes are watching, however, for any opinions bearing on the
Sunshine state's affairs.
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A Hot Dish easy to prepar- e- economical ta.ste that calls for more."
Sold by grocers

and with

a. "different

everywhere except in extreme West.

Order today for

Tomorrow's Breexkfst.
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THE CAPITAL

This was
a quiet day at the state capltol as
far as official "news" was concerned.
There was the usual "buzzing" in the
balls as men, heavily coated and hat
ted, stood around and discussed poli

lichen-co-

A new hot porridge, mpde of Wheat, Corn and Rice to be served with cream and
Puts into everyone energy and vim foj; a crisp January morning:.

FROM

Santa Fe, N. M, Jan. 22

d

Po st Tav em

22, 1913.

given a house, it is believed, by ine
Karl of Spenser, to which noble family the Washington were related by
marriage.
The Lawrence Washington who is
buried at Great Brlngton church was
of George
the
Washington, the first American, in
g
whose ancestral home, then, it is
that a centenary memorial celebrating peace between two great nations should be built.
In England they will do it if we
don't.

YASHIB

FflH WEAKER OLD

t
M

JANUARY

He Is Willing
The game warden has been twitted

Water Application
Margarita Domattl has made applicj
,tion No. 727 for water
rights for 40
acres of land to
irrigate by direct diversion from Cottonwood
aroyo in San
Juan county.

by friends at the capitol for declaring
that he accepts the governor's recom-

mendation that the salary of the game
In these days of
warden be raised.
the high cost of living the game warden hastens to be frank in declaring
THE RATON BOOSTERS
that if there is any salary raising to
N. M., jan. 21.
Raton,
Tuesday
be done at the capitol. he will make
22 at 8 o'clock found
evening,
January
at
his
to
office
at
begin
no objection
every citizen of Raton interested
the annex.
in the development of Raton in the
Notes
assembly hall at the .library where a
Miss Jeffries, recently of El Paso, "booster"
organization was formed
and now of Santa Fe, Is one of the to stimulate and foster
better things
latest to join the "official family" at for a greater Ratom The determina
the capitol. Quite a number of bright tion Of the leading
young ladies are doing clerical work men in this communitv t hri
J
vauQ MUWUl,
in the offices.
a greater
'for the
spirit
Many of the legislators are remark- improvement of conditions in
Raton,
the
and
span
capitol comes as a result of an extended dising how spick
looks. So far, no violent scenesi have cussion
provoked last Monday evening
been enacted to mar the furniture or at the
reguuar meeting of the Retaildim the polish on the floor.
ers' association when the decision was
It Is now easy to go from the reached to call a mass
meeting of citisanctum of Captain Fred Fornoff to zens for the
of organizine a
purpose
the offices of the state corporation .boosters' club. Its
purpose shall be
commission. A few steps through the tO enCOUra2&
1.
,1
uaeict or,,,
Hereto"house" makes the trip easy.
tDsf wnlch shall in
manner contrib
any
fore one had to go downstairs and ute to the
social, business or moral
then up again a waste of energy in welfare of Raton. All the
functions of
a high altitude.
the Retailers association, which are
The education officials were rack- highly Important in
themselves, shail
ing their brains this morning on. the be 'carried on as corollary to the new
subect of a new circular letter to organization while all
other matters
send; out If there is any department pertaining to the work of commercial
"field
with
In
its
touch
which keeps
clubs, "50,000 clubs, etc., shall be the
force" it is the educational depart- new club's particular field.
It is exment. "Chief" Rupert F.,Asplund is pected that the
of busiorganization
said to be the expert on letter writ- ness men, heretofore
conducted
under
ing. So far he has refrained from is- the name of the Raton
Retailers' asso
suing a textbook on how correspond- ciation, shall be enlarged in its
scope
ence should he handled.
to include all classes of citizens
whose
The lawmakers are much interested interest in the welfare of the Mounin the fine fowl the traveling auditor, tain City inspires them to
participate
Howell Earnest,- has in his office. It is in the organization and deliberations
almost a temptation to go and take out of a live,
of
club
boosters.
a game license.
!
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPi.US

$100,000.00

i50.ocr;.oo

p'

&

J. M. Cunningham,

Frank Springer,

President

lAi
L

ID

sr.

T. HosklnB, CafhiHr

Vice-Preside-

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank

.if

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

President
Vice President

Ilaydon

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Qoskins

Treasure'

Interest Pedd on Deposits

..rlor

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
AtSWERTlSEB GOOD
Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence
He has not only
explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his
very business existence is at atake.
He believes in his
extent of investing his capital, nor
lo
in
only making the goods right,, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in
being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or .manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
H
to
Goods

iLi

Always Pays

Buy

Advertised

Urnkirrn
f

STOCK MARKETTQ

GalarrI Garo

RETURN TO THE

Gets Right into the Affected Parti
and Stops Gathering in Eye
Noes, Throat and Lung. ;

NORMAL
ARE
UNSETTLING
CONDITIONS
BEGINNING TO VANISH DECLARES HENRY CLEWS
New York, Jan. 22. The financial
horizon is still obscured by occasionA hitch in peace negoal shadows.
tiations in Europe and an uncertain

political situation at home served to
impede the improvement in Wall
Street that should have followed easier conditions in the Local money market Among the incidents having a
decidedly restraining effect upon business In general are the possibilities
connected w.'th a coming change in
and the disclosthe administ-atio- n
ures made by various public investigations. Adverse supreme court decisions have long ago been cheerfully accepted, and our great corporations are doing their utmost to
conform with the Jaw. The tariff
has been and will be a source of restraint until it is definitely known
what changes are intended, but the
feeling is growing that no ruinous
reductions in the schedules will De
attempted. Some of President-elec- t
Wilson's recent public utterances,
which were rather vague and threatening, came as a shock to ousiness
men, but it is quite possible that they
caused more fright than is necessary.
Mr. Wilson has since announced that
he will welcome all classes of business men in conference while at the
White House, and if he proves as
satisfactory a president as he has
governor pf New Jersey there will be
Most public
no cause for alarm.
men talk more freely out of office
than in, and it should not be forgotten that after all congress makes
our laws and not the president; howsoever much power he may have of
crystalizing public opinion.
A somewhat hypochondrical state
of the public mind is one of the unof today. The
pleasant features
country has become so accustomed
to selfintrospection tnat it is abnormally sensitive and pessimistic. We
are in danger of losing our
and marring our judgment. It is high
time that public sentiment returned
to the normal an! recognized, no
matter what our current ills are,
that curative influences have been
silently at work for some time past,
that laws have already been passed
which would prevent recurrence of
many of the misdeeds now coming
to the Burface, and that tne standards
of business have already risen visibly in conformity with the change
in public opinion. Let it be remembered that the prevailing tendency
of the times is for the evil to come
quickly to the surface, and that the
disposition of sensational politics
anu journalism is to exaggerate sucn
affairs. The sound things and the
good things in business life, as in
home life, are accepted as a matter
of course and attract no attention,
although they largely (predominate.
Trade conditions at large are satisfactory. Occasionally there are
symptoms of a slowing down in businessmuch of which is customary at
this season of the year. So far as
the merchandise markets are concerned, there are few if any signs
of overproduction. The buying power of the country has been enormously enhanced by the great crops of
1912, and this stimulant has not by
any meang( lexhausJted' Itself. Our
mills as a rule are still running full
time, and are frequently able to
to make deliveries promptly enough
.

self-pois- o

By a long series of elaborate experiat the Swift Laboratory It la definitely known that catarrh can be cured
by the simple process of inoculating the
blood with antidotal remedies that stop
inflammatory conditions throughout the
mucous linings of all the organs of the
This is done with the famous
body.
Swift's Sure Specific, or as It Is widely
known, S. S. S. It is taken into the
blood Just as naturally as the mogl
nourishing food. It spreads its influenct
over every organ in the body, comes
through all the veins and arteries, enables all mucous surfaces to exchange inend other irritating
flammatory acids
substances f"'- - arterial elements that effectually cleanse the system and thus put
an end to all catarrhal pollution. S. S. S.
cleans out the stomach of mucous accumulations, enables only pure
materials to enter the intestines, combines with these food elements to enter
the circulation in less than an hour.
You will soon realize Its wonderful influence by the absence of headache, a decided clearing of the air passages, a
steadily Improved nasal condition, and
a sense of bodily relief that proves how
completely catarrti often Infests the entire system. You will find S. S. S. on
SiUe at all drug stores at $1.00 per bottle.
It Is a remarkable remedy for any and
all blood affections, such as eczema, rash,
lupus, tetter, psoriasis, boils and sll scrofulous conditions. For special advice on
any blood disease write in confidence to
The Swift Specific Co., 127 Swift Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. Do not delay to get a bottle
of & S. S. at your druggists.
ments-

blood-makin-

to satisfy distributors. The iron trade
continues active, and the outlook is
for another year of large production.
Bank clearings are heavy and still
running about 10 per cent ahead of
a year ago. Railroad earnings are
well maintained
and showing Increases of considerably more than
10 per cent over last year. Our foreign trade Is also in excellent condition, exports and imports continuing large, although some cessation
has been anticipated In the latter owing to Impending tariff reductions.
There has been further relief in
monetary stringency. Funds have returned freely
the west and easier rates prevail. The stringency in
Paris has also subsided, partly as a
result of aid obtained from American
gold exports, and the situation there
is now on a much sounder basis.
Whether more gold will go to Europe
or not depends upon early developments. It has been estimated that
we should send fit least $10,000,000.
Europe, however, is a large debtor
to the United States, and any additional exports of gold would practically amount to a further loan.
Ia London money rates are again
hardening. The foreign situation is
of particular interest to this market
at present because of these conditions, and1 it remains to be seen
whether Europe will send us merchandise, securities or gold in settlement of her current indebtedness.
The financial strain incident to the
Balkan, war should sopn cease because hostilities are practically over.
Nearly all the states concerned, however, are coming Into the market as
liberal borrowers, and there is In
consequence littlep rospect for
ease In the European money markets. Several foreign governments have recently Ibeen obliged
to pay 5 per cent and over for temHow long the
porary accomodation.
present easier conditions at home
will continue depends upon circumstances. Should new issues be put
out with the freedom which has been

CLEANSE YOUR LIVER AND BOWELS
WITH DELICIOUS "SYRUP

OF FIGS"

WASTE WITHREMOVES THE SOUR BILE, GASES AND CLOGGED-UOUT GRIPE OR NAUSEA. NO HEADACHE, INDIGESTION, CONB1LIOUNESS
TONGUE
OR
STIPATION,
COATED
breath, coated tongue, dull,
throbbing headache, stomach sour and
full of gases, indigestion, biliousness
and a sallow" complexion, mean that
your thirty feet of bowels are cloggei1
with waste matter; that these drainage organs of the body are obstructed; liver stagnant and stomach full
of poisonous gases', sour bile and un
digested, fermenting food not properly carried off..
Most of our ills are caused by constipated bowels. We all need a laxa
tive sometimes; nobody can doubt
that. The only question is, Which
one is the best? and that isn't a
question any more. Syrup of Hgs,
being composed entirely of luscious
fiH, tH'iiiia and aroma !!:, bust act
wriHe iitui )iatimi
t,i a liHrmli'Mi,
Foul

way. Syrup of Figs can be constantly used without Injury. Its action is
the action of fruit of eating coarse
food of tailing exercise. It is a true
and effective liver and bowel clean-

ser and regulator.
Most folks
dread ' physic they
shrink from the taste and after effects.. Syrup of Figs ia delicious, and
besides, you don't realize you have
taken anything until morning, when
all the clogged up waste of the sys
tem is gently but thoroughly moved.
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna."
This is the old reliable and only genuine. Refuse, with contempt, any
other Fig Syrup recommended as
as good. They are imitations meant
to deceive you. .Head the label care
fully and look for the name California Fftf Syrup Company. Adv.

expected during the next few weeks
a hardening of rates must follow.
Under ordinary circumstances, we
might expect to see easy money continue until preparations for the April
settlements, whlcn are fully two
months' distant. Active trade and
large flotations coupled with firm
rates abroad will, however, prevent
any pronounced or permanent ease.
Meanwhile we hold exceptional power over the European money markets.
So far as the stock market Is concerned, there is nothing to prevent
a return to normal activity, except
the uncertainty in political affairs.
Confidence has been disturbed and
initiative checked by recent developments at Washington. The opposition party came into power upon a
pledge not to disturb business for
the good of all concerned without
regard to political affiliations. It is
to be hoped this pledge will not be
forgotten. In other respects the outTrade condilook is encouraging.
tions are sound.
So, too, are our
general finances. We have had a
of general liquidation, and
period
there are no signs of overdoing in
any direction. Such Industrial unrest as exists Is very largely the
outcome of rising prices resulting
from continued business activity and
prosperity. Slowly but surely readjustments are tatting place. Wages
have been advanced in many instances, or other things have been
done to ameliorate the condition of
labor. Further, progress in this direction will come. There is every
reason to anticipate another year of
widespread prosperity, provided politicians permit.
HEMRY'CLEWS.

NO

INDIGESTION, GAS

OR A SOUR STOMACH
"Pape's Diapepsin" makes your
ach feel fine In five
minutes.

Stom-

av

ate has fermented into stubborn
lumps; your head dizzy and aches;
belch gases and erucate undigested
food; breath foul, tongue coated
just take a little Diapepsin and in five
minutes you truly will wonder what
became of the indigestion and distress.
Millions of men and women today
know that it Is needless to have a bad
stomach. A little Diapepsin occasionally keeps this delicate organ regulated and they eat their favorite foods
without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit witf out rebellion;
if your food Is a damage Instead of a
help, remember the quickest, surest,
most harmless relief Is Pape's Diapepsin which costs only fifty cents for a
large case at drug stores. It's truly
wonderful
it digests food and sets
things straight, so gently and easily
that it is really astonishing. Please,
for your sake, don't go on and on with
weak, disordered Btomach; It's so unnecessary. Adv.
RIVALS TO BID FOR RAILROAD
Springfield, O., Jan. 22. The receiver's sale of the Detroit, Toledo

Adv.

want a reliable medbine
or cold take Cahmber
It can always
Remedy.
upon and is pleasant and
For wile by nil dealers

i nw
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ITCHING

Very Sore Leg for Some Twenty
Years. Obliged to Lie in Bed.
In Spots Raw as Beef.
Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.

EVENT
JEWISH PEOPLE

FROM ALL OVER
AMERICA
UNITE IN BIG
CINCINNATI GATHERING.

1706 West

Cincinnati, Jan. 22. The twenty-thircouncil of the Union of Ameri
can Hebrew Congregations,
which
,begjin bripiautly with p. religious
service last evening- was today opened for the transaction of business.
The Union of Congregations is being
presided over by a layman, J. Walter
Freiberg, one of Cincinnati's best
known citizens, long identified with
the commercial upbuilding of his
home city. The report of the committee on credentials revealed a most
unprecedented attendance, including
many ministers and laymen of nationwide repute and prominence.
The in.
vocation was offered . by Rev. Dr.
Samuel Schulman, of the Fifth Avenue Temple Beth El, of New York
City. Dr. Schulman is president of
the Central Conference of American
Rabbis, and is one of the most prominent pulplters of the country. The
council was welcomed to Cincinnati
by the venerable Bernhard Bettmann,
who has been for almost half a century the representative Jew of Cincinnati. His public duties as collector of internal revenue have secured
for hiui
a host of admirers and
friends, who greeted his appearance
with round after round of applause.
Mr. Bettmann contrasted the large
assemblage before him with the first
meeting for organization in Cincinnati at which he was present. He
paid a splendid tribute to Isaac M.
Wise, founder of the union, and the
24 members of the first governing
board only four of whom are living
s
"We live amongst our
of other creeds, differering from
them only in religious belief."
The principal eent of the morning
was the reading of the president's
President J. Walter Freimessage.
berg delivered a message that showed
him in full grasp of tne religious situation confronting the Jewish people.
Its optimism and sound wisdom won
for him the admiration of all hearers.
The report reviewed in concise and
interesting manner the work of the
several departments of the union. He
first dealt with the Hebrew Union
college, which has never had so many
pupils, so beautiful a building, and
so complete an equipment. What
was now needed was a million dollar
endowment fund.
Kc then took up the work of the
board of delegates and paid a tribute
to the Hon. Simon Wolf of Washing
ton, whose indefatigable labors had
made the year's work memorable.
Mr. Freiberg gave an appreciative
review of the union's work in syna-goand school extersion, dealing in
detail with many forms of propaganda carried on hy this department,
s
ranging from the organization of
and schools to the publication
of Sunday school literatu.e and welfare work annng farmers.
Mr. Freiberg's message contained
three significant suggestions that
will have a
influence on
the policies of the organization, and
possibly on the progress of the Jewish cause.
The first was the creation of a national advisory board to the union,
with representatives in every city
where the union has a congregation.
Second was the walling into existence of a National Federation of
Temple Sisterhoods, which is the latest step In the emancipation of woman in the synagog. Third is a plan
for a fund for superannuated minis-

d

g

syn-agog-

4th

Ave., Denver, Colo.

" I had a very sore leg. It troubled me for
some twenty years and Anally broke out to

a

running sore with much
fever and terrible Itching and
It burned and
burning.
itched so badly I could not
rest day or night and was
obliged to He in bed. The
sore? were in spots just as
raw as a piece of boef. I used
medicine yet It wouldn't heal.
Seeing the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment I Immediately
Wrote for some. The Immediate cure was
more remarkable than I can describe. 1 was
completely cured." (Signed) Mrs. Curry
Brown, April 11. 1912.

X9

DANDRUFF AND FALLING HAIR
Cured by Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
Hoover St., Los Angeles, Cai.
"After using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
for two months for a very bad case of dandruff and falling hair I was entirely cured.
My hair came out gradually. As a last resort I tried Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
New hair seemed to come in almost Immediately. Now my hair is thick, glossy and
luxurious."
(Signed) Mrs. C. M. Saner,
Mar. 18, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston.'!
Tender-faced
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
3821

Mr. Freiberg expressed an abiding
faith in the organization that "was
brought into being for the preservation of Judaism in America." WTlth
Incisive logic he Drushed aside the
small differences of opinion in tne
Jewish camp. "In essentials we all
agree." With Inspiring words he
pointed out the faith of progress.
Session Resumed at 2:00 P. M.
The afternoon session was- marked
by an address by Rev. Dr. Joseph
Krauskopf of Philadelphia, on the
subject, "The Congregation as the
Unit of Representation In Judaism."
The address struck the keynote of
the meeting, maintaining in strong
terms the authoilty and supremacy
of the synagog in matters pertaining
to Judaism. A long discussion of a
commendatory character followed, in
which Ralph Bamberger, of Indianapolis, Ind., took a prominent part.
Jewish Women Organize.
A sister body to the Union of
American Hebrew Congregations was
organized today under the title, National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods. It manes the latest step In
the emancipation of woman in the
Jewish synagog. The federation meeting has the sanction of many Congregation Sisterhoods, and the movement promises to be a very popular
one In the synagog.
The meeting
was opened by J. Walter Freiberg,
President of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations, and was addressed by prominent Cincinnati raft
bis.

The first speaker, Dr. David
pronounced the movement of
momentous significance of these new
Ideas in recent years, and he said:
"Woman's position has always been
a distinguished one In the home, hut
the emancipation of Jews has effected a change in the religious status
of woman.
The great leaders of reform have lifted their voices in behalf
of freeing woman from the. inferior
religious position held in Oriental
tradition. I should like to see In every congregation the women enlistee
in the high service of bringing con
gregation and home in closer relation.
You have today forged a mighty wea-poIn the service of Judaism."
He was followed by Dr. Louis
Grossmann, who extended the congratulations of his congregation to
the newly formed organization, and
said in part: "Judaism has all along
been In the official keeping of men.

Safe for
the Stable
in the
YOU canoruse a Rayo Lantern
anywhere with absolute
confidence. It won't smoke, or smell,

or leak, or blow out
It gives a clear, bright light. It is strong and
durable. It will stand hard usage. Easy to
light. Easy to clean and rewick.
At Dtaltrt Eetrywhart
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IS IMPORTANT

and Ironton railroad, which was to
have taken place here today, has been
postponed to February 5 by order of
the federal court. With the postponement has come a revival of the rumors that both, the Pennsylvania and
the Norfolk and Western roads will
bid for the property when it come?
under the hammer.
The Detroit, Toledo and Ironton extends from Detroit to Ironton and possesses valuable terminal rights on
both the great lakes and the Ohio
river. The great coal fields in the ters.
vicinity of Jackson, O., are among its
most Important traffic assets.
The Norfolk and Western is believed to desire the property chiefly because the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton
owns valuable dock property In Toledo, the acquirement of which would
mean much in the development of the
coal and ore handling interests of
the Norfolk and Western.
If the Pennsylvania gets the road
at the receiver's sale it not only will
furnish that system its coveted entrance into Detroit but, when the
Pennsylvania carries out its proposed
plan of extending its Toledo division
west to form a main line between
Toledo and Chicago, the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton would give It direel
entrance to Toledo for an enormous
amount of coal tonnage brought from
the mines of southern Ohio, West
Virginia and Kentucky.
When you
for a cough
Iain's Cough
be depended
safe to (.ike.

i

IIE0I1E1' MEETING TERRIBLE

fellow-citizen-

Wonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the damagedo you? Well, don't bother. If
your stomach is in a revolt; if sour,
gassy and upset, and what you Just

kit

i
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OIL COMPANY
feolw. 6it
Oi.jr.

Phil-ipso-

They are entitled to the support of
the women, whose obligation Is not
smaller and whose opportunities for
moral influence are more numerous.
The Jewish women must help make
the Jewish faith central In the home
and in the community, and she nas
been equipped for the task far better
than man. The Jewish people are destined to be the exemplar for high
morality under modern conditions
which make It so difficult. The mother in Israel will help Israel to oe
that in the future just as she has
made our fathers that in the past,"
The Federation of Temple Sisterhoods represent a clientele of about
25,000 women, connected with the 200
congregations of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations.
The social features of the meeting
called forth much appreciative comment on the part of the visitors.
These included a luncheon for the
elaborate
delegates and another
luncheon and entertainment
during
the afternoon for the ladies, given
by the local section of the Council of
Jewish Women ana the Ruth lodge.
The social activities were capped hy
a formal reception and dinner at the
Sinton hotel.

AND IT WASMT HUSBY AT ALL!
Mr. Younghuahand
Unjustly Blamed!
for Fault of Choleric Driver of
the Mules.

Another practical application of the
advisability of bellevinx only "half of
what you hear" had an inning In aj
south side home recently. An upper,
apartment ia occupied hy a bride and
groom. The eroom on this fatal mornJ
ing happened to be the first one up. A'
teamster with a pair of balky mules oa!
the street below the bedroom window
was admonishing the mules in the onlyj
language mu'.es are said to under-- !
stand.
While the groom was in the process
of a morning plunge he wag aston-- i
ished to hear sobs coming from the ad-- i
joining room. Hastily repairing to the:
scene oi irouDie, he was about to inquire what on earth the matter was 1
when in muffled tones cames the heartbroken accents of the bride:
"Oh, how dare you speak to me that
way, you horrid thing. I'm golngj
" and the
straight home to
balance was smothered again in the
sympathetic pillow.
The astonished groom stood, gaping
and speechless, while the sobbing was
resumed. Just then, wafted In by the
gentle morning breeze, came thia dul- i cet
admonishment from the street be
low:

THE WEARY WAY
Daily Becoming Less Wearisome to
Many in East Las Vegas
With a back that aches all day.
With rest disturbed at night.
Annoying urinary disorders,
'Tis a weary way, Indeed.
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially
for kidney trouble.
Are indorsed by East Las Vegas
citizens.
Fritz Sena, 120C Twelfth ' street,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "Experience has proven to me that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
made for them. For several weekt
I suffered constantly from backache
and In the morning when I got Tip, I
had acute pains across my kidneys.
Exercise brought some relief, but it
did not rid me of the trouble. The
kidney secertions pained in passage
aud were highly colored. Hearing so
much said In praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills, I procured a supply and commenced using them. After I had taken a few doses, I noticed a marked
improvement and before I had fift
iished the contents of the box, I was
completely cured."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
New York, Bole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
,
n

Here is a rpmedy that, will cure your
Why waste time and money experimenting when you can get a prestation thit has won a world-wid- e
reputation hy its cures of this disease
and can always be depended upon?
It is known everywhere as Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy, and is a medi
cine of real merit
For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
cold.

TUSKEGEE

CONFERENCE

Tuskegee, Ala., Jan. 22. A largo
and representative attendance marked
the opening here today of the twen
annual Tuskegee Negro con
ference. Today's program was given
over to the negro farmers. The
problem of agricultural credit was the
leading subject of discussion. Tomorrow's session will he devoted to the
consideration of the negro schools,
their work and plans for their betterment.
AGRICULTURAL
Bozeman, Mont.,

CONFERENCE

Jan.

22.

Today
ushered in a period of great activity
and Interest in Montana agricultural
circles. During the ensuing two weeks
the state agricultural and mechanical collofe here Is to be the scene of
the annual meetings of the state societies of horticulturists,
dairymen,
seedmen, and other organizations interested in the various phases of agriculture and farm life. In the programs prepared for the several meetings a prominent plaee has been given this year to the social, educational and other problems 'relating to
rural betterment
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crider. Mo., bad
heen troubled with sick hondnche for
about five years, when she began tak
ing Chamberlains Tablets. She hn?
en
"ml ui- hoitiiv
'.!.
have cured her. Sick headache is
caused by a disordered stomach for
which these tablets are especially In
tended. Try them, get well und stay
MAX CAREY A BRIDEGROOM
St Louis, Jun. 23. Maximilian Car-natiti-

5t

"Get up, you
lazy noun' pup, yuh! How do
you expect me to get anywhere? D"you
think you kin stay here all day, yoa
blankety-blink-blan-

etc!"

blankety-zlp-whoop-blan-

The shout of laughter that broke,
the tense silence in that bridal apartment made even the aggrieved bride
sit up in her misery and negligee and
take notice of her convulsed "brute"
of a husband. Indignation was beginning to flame high in her eyes when
he recovered his breath enough to tell
her to just listen a moment. She listened to the choicest bit of profanity
the teamster had yet relieved his system of.
"Oh," she gasped, and before tve.
morning was over had the whole apartment wondering what the Joke was.
Kansas City Journal.

HOW ROMAN WENT COURTING
Prospective Wife Had Nothing to Do
With the Match, Though Accorded High Position.
When a boy had completed hla
studies and had reached the age oi
or thirty, it was
perhaps twenty-fiv- e
his duty to marry. After deciding
upon a lady whom he thought suitably
to be his wife he arranged the be
throthal with her father, as the maid'1
en was usually too young to be com
suited in the matter, and, furthermore,
Roman women were always
guardianship. The marriage ceremonies began with the feast and sacrifices In the house of the bride's father.
In the evening a procession of
musicians and
youths,
guests escorted the bride to her future home, where the groom carefully
lifted her over the threshold, as It
was an ill omen for her to touch the!
sill with her foot In case the wed-- !
ding was of the ancient sacred form
termed confarreatio, the newly married pair, after entering the house, eta
together a sacred cake ia the presence of ten witnesses and of the chief
pontiff and priest of Jupiter. The
ceremonies of the evening ended witli
a bridal song by the guests, and oa
the following day the husband gave a
marriage feast to his friends.
Though early custom placed the
wife in the power of her hushut- she
went freely into society, attenued the,
theaters and public games, taught he
children, and sometimes aided her
husband in his political career. Her
position as mistress of the household
commanded respect from govern me aj
and society. Exchange.
un-ie-

torch-bearer-

-

Rare Attraction for a Sideshow.
s
"I next have the pleasure,
and
announced the sida-sholecturer in orotund tones, lndica- ting a pale, wan, spectacled person on
the platform, "of calling your kind attention to one of the most remarkable
curiosities on exhibition. He "
"Huh!" hypercritically
ejaculated
Tobe Sagg, who had nosed Into the
forefront of the crowd around the rostrum. "He looks Just about like the
rest of us.
"Very true!" replied the orator.
"But, despite that fact, he Is, so far
as we have
knowledge, the only
specimen- of his kind in existence a
country editor who worked and fought
and labored for his party, with heart
and soul and might and main, men.lv
because he thought it was rljiht and
not because he wanted tho posm'-flee!lay-dee-

,"

"

Household Maneuver.
"And what."
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he had been shown all over M r I ! '.
new house, "is that prottv Utile ..rt.
hanging over tho piano?"
Don t you kno, ?"
Iiobbs, enthuf i.i'.tlcallv.

a handy match
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Mrs. Bobbs. 1 s"!i.t:. h
use It. It niimt not bo iii mi
known, in the. baseball world floor there Is tho rocc-iveas Max Carey, the star outfielder of the burnt mn!oh r
" ;
i ,
the Pittsburgh team, was marled to- gers, I move tiu
a
day to Miss Aurelia Behrens, of this wall to the ci i ter f t'
Hy.
The couple met while Carey I go down in th. h'
I r
has been attending the theological stepladder.
the i.'l, r , nl
against
seminary here. Within a few months .match in the reuivi-t
the noted ball player Is to be ordain- again. I theij r t: u
"
ed a Lutheran minister, which fact, to the basement, fv
r
tho
into
bv
ia
i
p'hiio
taken
together with his marriage,
!
Tne re's nothing 1
Lis friends to mean that the corjiu
fcinriy things a! c1 I t
season jirohably will be his last on
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

PERSONALS
Sheriff Abe Hlxenbaugh of Raton
was a vistor In Las Vegas today.
William R Newby left last evening
on a surveying trip In the vicinity of
Albuquerque.
Commissioner F. M. Hughes of Mora
county was in the city today from his
Jicme in Solano.
Richard P. Dunn drove Into the city
yesterday from his ranch at Gascon
and will be a visitor here for several
days.
Miss L. Steadman, who has been a
visitor in the city for the past week,
left this afternoon for her home in

Lamy.
W. F. Burch, a passenger agent for
the Corn Belt route, with headquarters
in Denver, was in the city today on
business,

.

,

James D. Davidson, manager of the
Finnigan Brown company of Albuquerr.
the
cjue; was a business visitor in
city today).
Morrison
Civil Engineer George
left this afternoon for Shoemaker
where he will spend several days on
a surveying trip.
Civil Engineer John L. Zimmerman
left last evening for Albuquerque
where he will remain some time surveying In Bernalillo county.
Mrs. A. Kadie of Trinidad, Colo., arrived here this afternoon, coming to
Las Vegas to attend the funeral .of
Fred Westerman.
her
Luciano Maes and Manuel Maes,
ranchers and sheepmen from Gonzales,
came into town today from their
ranches on a supply purchasing trip.
P. J. Moran, United States postof-fic- e
inspector, with headquarters in
Albuquerque, arrived in the city last
evening and was a visitor here today.
S. Roy Herr and H. B. Hardie, passenger agents for the Pennsylvania
Railway company, with headquarters
in Denver, were business visitors in
:1he city today.
A. Kadie, a brother of Mrs. Sadie
Westerman, arrived in town this after
noon from his home in Trinidad, Coloy
and will remain here until after the
Fred
funeral of his brother-in-law- ,
Westerman.
Mrs. Vincent Jones left yesterday
for Trinidad, Colo., wnere she will
visit her parents during her husband's
absence from Las Vegas. Mr. Jones
has gone on an extended surveying
trip In the southern part of the state.
Mrs. H. K. West and her son, Harry
West, who have been visltng Mrs. E.
I1 Breese for severafwe'eksleft yes-- j
terday for their home in Brookfield,
."Mo. They were accompanied by Mr..!
E. Leaudake of Raton was a
Mrs. Breese plans to visit in
Brookfield for several weeks.
son-in-la-

vl"it-Wes-

t.

PUT.
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TRIP

FURNITURE,

FOR SPECIAL "TRAIN FOR ACOMMODA-- .
T.I ON OF SKATERS

,,

Did you

read the advertisement in
evening's Optic regarding the
inoonligbl skating party that Secretary Le Noir of the T. M. C. A. is to
"engineer" Saturday evening up the
The moon that night will
cayon?
shine from 8 o'clock until the following morning and besides the light of
the moon there will be a big camp
fire, which wfll not only furnish much
light for the skaters, but also plenty
of warmth. '
' :
The ice in the canyon is In excellent condition and Is just right for
skating, being smooth and thick
enough to hold up hundreds of skaters.
All lovers of this great winter sport
in Las Vegas undoubtedly will avail
themselves of this opportunity of
spending an enjoyable evening on the
lea Provided 100 people sign up for
tickets for the excursion by Saturday,
the excursion is assured and a spe
cial train will be run up the canyon
by the Santa Fe Railway company.
All who intend taking the trip should
hand In their applications at once
to Secretary Le Noir.l The price of
round trip ' tickets
will be only 50
last

0
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cents.

' W. B.
Douglas, United States gov
ernment surveyor, who has been a
visitor In the city for several days;
left last evening for the southern part
of the state.

near hera Arrangements have been
made by a commissioner sent by Governor Colquitt of Texas for the removal of the rBmSIns to Austin, where
they will.be received with all honor.
Miss JoannafTroutman, in 1836, then
a girl or IS? fashioned the Lone Star
flag which is still the state emblem
Ki Texas
Thai present session of .the
i exas legislature is expected to appropriate funds for the removal of the
body and for the erection of a monument over the grave in the state cem-etr- y
at Austin, where
rest the remains of many famous Texans.
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nicer, lighter,
cuits, cakes and
pastry, none is more
pure and wholesome
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Then Why Pay More ?

If you

have it with you it's a temptation to spend

,

$16.95 for this $22.50
Brass Bed with 2 inch post.

..January White Goods Sale..!

SMITH'S VELVET RUG
;

SPECIAL

g

$18,65 for $23.50 Smith's
Seamless Velvet Rugs, 1913
patterns.

Tit

MM

Opposite The Y. M. C. A.
East Las Vegas, New Mex.

country and had served as a military
engineer under Junot and Dupont. His
plans to fortify the Torres Vedras
hills were stolen and sent to Wellington.
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To the End of Life Colleoa
Man
'Think With Joy of HI Goldc
Student Days.
,
The phrase "coUege

life" is a.i
Americanism and It has no equivalent
in any other language but English. It
describes, to those who use It with understanding and sympathy, an experience out of which grows a deep sentiment made up of pleasure, friendship,
affection, loyalty and pride. It seems
to them "a tender influence, a peculiar
grace," that reaches out across miles
and years, drawing them back to their
Alma Mater, and the comradeship of
their classmates. To most graduates
their college life seems their golden
age; through the mist of years the
campus becomes an Island of Utopia
whose very tediums grow bright In the
retrospect, the sting of whose sins and
failures was always lessened by the
power of the Ideals and hopes that
filled Its air. No campus ever was a
Utopia, and the most golden age of
memory has doubtless been much alloyed with baser metal, but If there Is
not something Very bright and beautiful in American college life It is hard
to account for the feeling in thousands
of
men that long ago in
their youth, besides the education they
got or failed to get, they gained around
the knees of Alma Mater lasting joy,
etrength and inspiration that was not
entirely contained in the books tlmy
read and cannot be exactly measured
by the knowledge they acquired. Paul
Van Dyke, in Scrlbner's Magadna.
gray-haire-

d

They Did Better Then.
"We are losing all our secrets in

this shabby age," an architect sai'.I
"If we keep on, the time will come
when we'll be able to do nothing well
"Take, for instance, steel. We clnin:
to Snake good Bteel, yet the blades tin
Saracens turned out hundreds of yekr.
ago would cut one of our own biaii'
in two like butter.
:

TTake ink. Our modern- ink fade?
in five or ten years to ,rust,, color, y
the ink of mediaeval manuscripts i:
as black and bright today as
whf
700 years ago.
"Take dyes. The beautiful blues
and greens of antique orient:!
in
rugs have all been lost, while
Egyptian tombs we find fabrics dyeu
thousands of years ago that remain'
today brighter and purer in hue than
any of our modern fabrics.
"Take my specialty, buildings. We
can't build as the ancients did. The
secret of their mortar and cement la
lost to us. Their mortar and cement
were actually harder and more dur
able than the stones they bound to

gether, whereas ours horrors!"

V

it soon melts away.

euts from the relatives of the bride
Take out enough for necessities and (deposit some each pay day wfth us.
and her friends, from the army, the
navy, the raiload organizations aided
by her, the Y. M. C. A., from officers
of the Gould railroads, and from the
And encourage and help you save
employes at Miss Gould's country and
$I opens an acct. Add to it each pay day and Watch it Grow.
city homesi The list included:
From Mr. and MrB. George J. Gould,
a corsage pin, consisting of a bowknot
of diamonds and rare pearls with a
huge marquise diamond set in platin.
.
.
.
.
.
.
CAPITAL
,
um and surrounded by pearls suspend$106,000.00
ed by strands of pearls so arranged
'
as to give a ribbon effect four Inches
In length; a long fan chain of diaJOHN W. HAKIMS, President
monds from Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Geo If. Huuker, Vice Pres. Cleofes Iiomero, Vice Pres. C'ecilio Itosenwald, Sec.
Gould; an Imported ivory statue,
Ivo W. Lively, AsHistant Secretary
"Honor," from Howard
a
Gould;
chain necklace of pearls, diamonds
and emeralds from Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Jay Gould.
The enlisted men of the Atlantic
fleet gave a gold loving cup. The railto Miss Helen M.
road Y. M. C. A. of the west sent a hastily married
Kelly, granddaughter of the late Eujewel box and Iock.
gene Kelly, who was for years Jay
Gould's greatest business
enemy..
The Gould Marriages.
Thousands of dainty garments, fashioned with
New York, Jan. 22. With the wed-din- The marriage was not a happy one
great cleverness from snow white materials including Muslins, Cambrics
a
di
1909
Gould
obtained
In
and
and
Mrs.
Miss
of
Helen
M.
Gould
today
Nainsooks in the newest styles for the coming season.
and mnley J. Shepard, which took vorce. Almost immediately after the
Trimmings
are the daintiest and finest of lace and embroideries. The workplace at the country home of the divorce Mr. Gould went abroad and
manship and fit of every garment is above criticism.
bride near Tarrytown, all of the chil- married an actress of the same famLOT ONE
the
name
as
LOTS SIX AND SEVEN
dren of the late Jay Gould have en- ily
his first wife, though
Corset Covers and drawers,
two were not related.
Corset Covers, drapers, skirts
tered the ranks of matrimony.
2.5c value
The matrimonial troubles of Hits
19e
When Jay Gould died in 1S92 he
combination suits and Princess slips, $1.25 to $1.50
left four sons, two daughters, a Hun- Anna Gould, Jay Gould's youngest
LOT TWO
dred million dollars and a peculiar daughter, filled columns of space in
value
Corset Covers and drawers,
.89c
will. The first great "wizard" of the newspapers some years ago. rier
LOTS EIGHT AND NINE
35o value
......25c
Wall street wanted to keep all his marriage In 1895 to Count Bonl Je
Corset Covers, drawers, skirts,
LOT THREE
money In the family. He also want- Castellane, an Impecunious scion of
combination suits and PrinCorset Covers, gowns, drawers
ed to keep peace in the family. Ac a noble French family, was disapcess
slips, $1.50 to $1.75
and skirts, 50c to .65 value. ..43c
value ... ,
cordingly he willed all his wealth proved by the family council, though
$1.19
to his children and stipulated that it gave a reluctant consent. In the
LOT FOUR 1 i
LOTS TEN AND ELEVEN
Corset Covers, drawers, .gowns ,
no child should should marry without fourth year of the union the cables
Corset covers, drawers, skirts,
and skirts, 75c to 85o valiB. . .59c
the consent and approval of the oth- told of the final parting of the Castel-lane- s
combination suits and Priners. A forfeiture of half the child's
and that divorce proceedings
i
cess slips, $2 to $2 25 value. $1.45
LOT FIVE'
i
share in the estate was to be the would be Instituted because of the InCorset Covers, drawers, gowns,
LOTS
TWELVE AND THIRTEEN
penalty for s, marriage without this tolerable cruelty and Infidelity of the
, eults
skirts,
combination;
Corset
Covers, drawers, skirts
0
approval. Like many another will count, committed ., while squander-$8,000,00and Princess slips,!' $1.03 to
combination
suits and Prinfortune
Gould
of
the
drawn under similar circumstances It
Jay
$1.25 value
795
cess slips, $2.50 value...... $1.98
which his American
wife brought
failed, when put to the test, to
si,!
LpT FOURTEEN
serve its purpose. For, while the him. The final decree of divorce was
Corset covers, drawers, , skirts, , combination suits, and Princess
two
some
1906
In
and
of
Miss
years
as
Helen Gould
well granted
marriage
slips, $3. value.,...
as the marriages of several of the later tbe farissr Miss Anna Gould be$2.25
Mall Orders Delivered Promptly n.t owr Expense.
other children could not but be to came the wife of the Duke de
Prince de Sagan, a
the liking of the great financier,
The Pppular Price Store
distant relative of Count Bonl de CasIhera have been , matrimonial
in the family that probably tellane.
wouM not have met with bis approval
were e alive to sanction them.
Georgt jay Gould, the eldest son,
w5
married home six years before TURKEY WILL AGREE
Berlin Is Skeptical.
California fnwtier, where they Iiavo
his father's death. Jay Gould was deBerlin, Jan. 22. The reported will been enforcing tha neutrality laws
cidedly opposed to his eldest son's
POWEHS DEMAND ingness of Turkey to give up the fort- for about a
yeir. The two companchoice
of a wife. When the son
ress of Adrlanople and to make peace ies will return to the
presidio, Monmude It known that he was going to
on that basis, is received here with terey, Calif. A fuue af 500
Mexican
WILL
MANY
MAKE
CONCESSIONS
marry the beautiful Miss Edith King-doskepticism. The belief prevails that federal troops Is now on duty on tha
a member of Augustin Daly's
TO THE BALKANS IN ORDER
Turkey's reply to tne note of the pow- westerly Mexican frontier.
TO SAVE HER CAPITAL.
company and a talented actress, the
ers will show an inclination to meet
The gunboat Wheeling has report
founder of the family protested vigthe wishes of Europe so as to pave ed to the navy department her de
22. The
Jan.
iConstantinople,
orously. George Gould won the day.
the way for further negotiations. The parture from Tampa, Fla., for Vera
Afterward Jay Gould became ex- grand council of the Ottoman empire Turkish
embassy here also regards Cruz, where she was ordered to pro
voted today In favor of accepting the as
tremely foud of his daughter-in-laimprobable the report that Turkey tect Americans for whose safety
and her interesting children. He proposal put forward by the European is
fears are entertained because of long
willing to cede Adrlanople.
was quite reconciled to the match af- powers for the purpose of bringing
continued disorder and impending furter it was consummated. The Goulds about the conclusion of peace.
ther outbreaks.
Adrlanople to Surrender.
The grand council assembled at the
have been married more than twenVienna, Jan. 22. Turkey has dety years and their union appears to Palace of
Dolmabaghtche today. cided to surrender Adrlanople to the
Small Bands Near El Paso.
About 80 delegates were present, Inbe an unusually happy one.
Bulgarians, according to a
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 22. Coincident
Edwin Gould, the second son, has cluding senators, high ecclesiastics,
telegram from Constantinople with activity of large
groups of reb''
been happily married for 20 years. state ministers and
today.
els below this point, smaller band3
His wlfe was Miss Sarah Cantine of the various government departare reported at various points alonj
Shrady, a stepdaughter of a noted ments.
the Texas and New Mexico borders.
New York physician.
The note handed to the Porte ou MEXICAN REBELS
Miss Shrady
WISH A few hundred rebels occupy Palo-mawas a beautiful and
accomplished January 17 by the European ambas
opposite the port of Columbus,
girl, not wealthy and not closely Men. sadors at Constantinople called the
TO GIVE UP THE WAR N. M., and evacuated' some weeks aes
tified with the "swell" set. ihe fam- Ottoman government's attention "to
by federal troops. It Is reported that
ily advisory committee gave its un- the grave responsibility It would asDavid de la Fuente, held under bond
counsume
if
to
to
resistance
their
Edwin
Gould's
by
qualified approval
IN
INSURRECTOS
at
CHIHUAHUA
San Antonio, Texas, on neutrality
choice.
sels; it should prevent the
BEGIN NEGOTIATIONS FOR
is head of the forces at Palo-charges,
would
of
The matrimonial bark of Howard
It
only
peace.
EARLY SURRENDER.
as. Guadalupe, below Fabens, Tex.,
Gould, the third son, has not had have itself to blame If the prolonalso is reported occupied by a forsuch smooth sailing. When quite a gation of the war had, as a conse22 Consul Letchmidable rebel force.
Jan.
Washington,
In
of
an
fate
the
Howard
man
nad
affair
put
quence,
young
question
at
er
Mex.,
Chihuahua,
that
reports
with Miss Odette Tyler, an actress the capital and perhaps extended hosthe rebels In that state are seeking
considerably ,hiB senlbr. It was re- tilities to the Asiatic provinces of the
peace and that peace commissioners
BIG SHOOT AT PINEHURST.
ported that thoy were engaged to be empire."
to
the
federal
reporting
government
comrinehurst, N. C. Jan. 22. Some ot
"In that
married,. The family advisory,
i The document continued:
are being sent by special train to the most noted shots of the country
mittee was called together and the case the Turkish government couM
treat with them.
T.vjr;; faced the trapa here today at. the
proposal was negatived. ' Howard not count upon the success of the
The proposed surrender Is under- opening of the sixth annual mldwin.
of' the powers to preserve it
Went abroad, where he met another
stood to embrace all the rebel chief ter trap
shooting handicap. In the
actress, Miss Katherlne Clemmons, a from the dangers against which they
In Chihuahua. Whether it in- amount of the
tains
which
had
the
more
prize offering and the
California beauty. Once
already warned tt and
cludes Orozco and Salazar. thei con- number and prominence of the conre- they once more warned It to avoid."
met
committee
the
and
advisory
.
testants the tournament has never
The powers then called the atten sul does not report.
sult was a threat to divort $5,000,-W- 0
The war department has relieve 1 been equalled in the south. The proof Hownr.l's patrimony if he per- tion of the Ottoman government to
sisted In marrying Miss Clemmons. the fact that after tha conclusion tt Companies C and Q of the OnS Hun gram covers four days and provides
Twenty-r,irntInfantry frrjin events for both amateurs and
Howard did persist. In fact, he told peace it would have need of the mor dred and
near
Tia Juana on the Lower
the family to keep the $5,000,000 and al and material support of the pow duty
straightway he married the actress ers to repair the evils of war to conThe family afterward relented and ciliate Its position at Constantinople
let him keep all his inheritance. and divest Its Asiatic territories.
The note pointed cut that the Turki"'"5"
Howard also relenteJ and in 1909 he
T"
mm i
was divorced from his wife after a ish government could count on too
sensational suit In which the names efficacy of the benevolent support of 77:
of 'William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) and the powers only so jong as it deferDustin Farnuirt, the actor, were free- red to their consel, inspired by the
general interests of Europe and Turly mentioned.
Frank' J. Could, the youngest son key.
The powers then advised Turkey
of the financier, lias alo figured in
domestic troubles that liavu brought to consent to the cession of AdrHn-opl- e Always icmemlxT iilf fuii mim, Lo
and leave to t'f,m the futc of for thU fiignuiimi im vvvry Wx;
him more than an averngo eharo of
In 1301 prank Could wat the AeRiaa lHlands,
nnfork-ty-
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MONEY IN YOUR POCKET IS LIKE
SNOW IN SUNSHINE

PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.

MADE FIRST TEXAS FLAG
Ft. Valley,. Ga., Jan. 22 The girl
defend Lisbon lias been
to The
who made the first Texas flag, when credit of that renowned placed Their
captain.
that state was an independent repub real author Is now discovered In the
lic, lies buried in a neglected grave French Colonel Vincent, who knew the

powder will
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BRASS BED SPECIAL

here today.

No other baking
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or Circular Prices, simply
adding the freight.
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An .Interesting, statement was made
not long ago before the French Academic ;des Sciences Morales et
by M. Bonnal, archivist to the
French , war office. According to M.'
Bonnal, Dumourles, "coached" Wellington from 1808 to 1814, and the latter
often reaped the benefit of betrayals
by arlstocratio French officers who
had relatives in London.
M. Bonnal goes to the archives o?
the Spanish; war office, there to bunt
up confessions by Spanish officers in
the' service of King; Joseph Bonaparte
of their own treason some of these
sonfessions. recorded as early as 1815,
under Ferdinand VII. Without any
tort of shame they acknowledge then
that they betrayed Joseph to secret
agents of Wellington.
In a time of universal scare, Wellington saw more clearly than anyone
this was his great merit that Napoleon was fast using up the military
resources of France, and, indeed, all
but its soil, climate and genius, and
tiring out the latter. He managed to
keep Spain an open sore in the enemy's flank, and thus left hopes to the
continental courts for the downfall ot
the CorsIcanJff they, could coalesce
...
,
against him.
M. Bonnal says that plans dictated
,by Napoleon for, his brother. King Jo
seph's guidance were found by guerrillas and passed on to Wellington. The
Idea of the linos of Torres Vedras to

mer chief counsel for the McNa-maracharged with jujry bribery,
was resumed.
Wheaton A. Gray, special prosecutor, brought the eubject up In examining N, P. Spafford, a venireman
previously temporarily passed by the
defense.
"Has any woman visited you In the
last six weeks to discuss Mr. Darrow?" asked Gray of Spafford'.
'
"No," replied Spafford.
"Have you discussed Mr. Darrow
at aH with any woman in that time?"
persisted Gray.
Spafford replied that his wife was
the only woman who had received
any of his confidences in that period.
Spafford was asked If ho ever has
read any ut Darrow's writings in "The
Appeal to Reason."
Before he could reply" Darrow de
niod fiiat he had ever written for that
12 "men
papery The jury box Tield
tempOrarlly passed by the defend
when court recessed at noon.

RUGS,

OH SHADES

LEUM

Persons troubled with partial paralysis are of'en very much benefited SPIES HELP TO WELLINGTON
parts
by massaging the affected
when applying Chamberlain's Liniment. This liniment also Archivist of French War Office Sayi
'relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by
Spanish Officers Betrayed the
Great Napolson.
ail dealers. Adv.
WOMAN HELPS DARROW
Los Angeles, Jan. 22. Intimations
that a mysterious woman might have
visited prospective jurors in behalf
of Clarence S. Darrow were made today when the second trial of the for-
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Good" Test.
"Has Mrs. BlfferlB a sense of humor?"
"I'm afraid not. I've seen her look
at Mr. lit ff els a number of timus
without ever smllluc"

alii-an"-

offman

Graubarth
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Aniiqu&ss Secured
Royal Irish Academy.

setts

by

Recently
Civilization

The Royal Irish academy
recently acquired some very fine
of Irish antiquities which
fhow the wonderfully high level civilization had reached in Ireland centuries before the birth of Christ
These objects are now on view in the
antiquities section of the National
museum In Dublin. They include two
bronze celts, two gold fibulae, a
bronze fibula and a number of amber
beads, which were dug up by workmen In a field in County Cork In
Dublin.

spe-time-

It".

j

'

f',

1

M07.
One of the gold fibulae weighs over

three ounces and the other nearly two
The bronze fibula Is of a
Ounces.
rare type, and the amber beads are
also of great importance, as the finding of them In association with the
other objects places beyond dispute
the fact, which was often surmised
tut never definitely ascertained until now, that many of the amber beads
round In Ireland can be placed In the
bronze age.
Another object recently added to the
rapier
Collection is the
Ifrom Lissane, County Dery, of which
the academy had previously had only
Is the longest
r model. Thi3 Inrapier
the British Islands,
ever discovered
and it is one of the most perfect ever
found In Europe. It was discovered In
b bog at Lissane in 1867, and after
passing through various hands it
(eventually came into the possession
bf the Hon. Mrs. Henniker Heaton,
Wife of the British postal reformer,
from whom the academy purchased it
this year.
There Is another rapier which was
j
found recently in Lough Erne at a
tlepth of 17 feet tuder water, close to
the old castle of Crom, near Ennls-IdlleMr. George Coffey, the leading
frlsh authority on this subject, de- -

Old Massachusetts Schoolhouse.

Massachusetts, as it Is built on land
which is 2,200 feet above sea level.
Close by there is a natural watershed
where the water, when it rains, goes
on one Bide into the Housatonio and
on the other Into the Connecticut rivers. It is the Bay state divide.
GIRL SAYS TO

MASHER

HIT

well-know- n

jllli

f

Chicago. When a masher speaks to
you, hit him in the eye and kick him
on the shins. Then he will run.
This la the advice offered by seventeen--

Margaret Gormely, 2746
North Fortieth avenue, who proved
that she had a "punch" In each fist
and a football player's kick, when she
overcame a man who attacked her.
Miss Gormely, who is a slender,
pretty brunette, was returning alone
from the theater when a strange man
spoke to her.
He was large and powerful, weighing more than 170 pounds. The girl
came scarcely to his shoulder. She
weighs about 105 pounds.
She ignored him and quickened her
steps. The man followed and put his
arms about her.
"Then I landed on him," Miss
Gormely said in telling her story of
the attack. "I jerked my right arm
free and punched him on the nose,
in the eye anywhere I could hit him.
I also kicked him.
"He soon had enough and ran. I
ran after him and chased him more
than a block, screaming as loudly as
I could."
But Miss Gormely did not scream
because she was afraid. She only
wanted somebody to stop the masher
and have him arrested.
"He didn't frighten me," she said,
"even though he was twice as big as I
am. If he hadn't been so big I'd have
knocked him down and stamped on
him. As it is, I believe I did a pretty fair job."

year-old

File

Rapier and Other Finds From

Lough-ern-

e.

fera.
Mr. Coffey says it can be seen from
the objects now in possession of the

academy that the civilization of Ireland in the bronze age was much higher than has been commonly assumed,
and was spread generally over the
country.
HAS TRAGEDY

SECRET

(Denver Police Hope Parrot Will Clear
Death of Couple n a Hotel

There.
Denver, Colo. A group of detectives
fcesran a vigil around the cloth draped
cage of a parrot in the hope that the
llrd would testify as the sole witness
in the Bunnosed murder and suicide ot
and Mrs. D. C. Johnson, whose
jlr,
i.mtiim were found In a hotel room
TiiPBclav.

The bird was found walking restless

ly along the footboard of the bud, muttering to the bodies. It had belonged
to Johnson for years.
The police, believing that there was
& quarrel before the tragedy, called

e
to
The bird refused to
and as a final resort the bird
nan suggested that the cage be covered and watched. Believing itself
croon some
mlong the bird might then
r.barp ejaculations and exclamations
hat would impress it had a quarrel
peeurred before the tragedy.

n avieulturlst

cross-examin-

r

the parrot.

Mirrors to Cure Drunkenness.
is
Chicago. Curing jags by mirror
latest here since a man charged
got a look at hlm-- f
uh- it)invitation
n Mirror In Judge Iloplilus
Turk-- '
..,.( ,,,,, at once demanded a
iii' J.'ow the court has ordered
1
the rail and It
Mine;
r
'
li;iil!ff to nmlffl pvery
);
!

with

ii!.olcai;tJ

HEIRS

SEEK

CASH

Suit In Kansas for $325,000,
Claiming Fortune Was Taken
Without Right,

Kansas City. Sixteen heirs of Mrs.
Jane Perkins, who died in Unicoi
county, Tennessee, 35 yeaM ago,
brought suit in the circuit cmrc here
to get possession of the ??5,000 esre-tate of Nathaniel P. Simrson,
clause who died here last December.
The petition asserts that Mrs. Per
kins, by thrift, accumulated J118.000 in
Central City, Colo., where she kept a
boarding bouse for miners, and had
the privilege of gathering waste gold
from the slush boxes at the mines.
Nathaniel P. Simpson, a miner, boarded at her home and became tar busi
ness manager. In 1873, accompanied
by Simpson, Mrs. Perkins moved to
Tennessee.
Simpson had induced her to Invest
her money in securities, and when she
died, the petition states, he left there,
taking all the valuable papers with
him, and for more than 30 years Mrs.
Perkins' heirs were unable to locate
him. When tbey read in the papers
of the death or Nathaniel P. Simpson
here, they began an investigation and
now claim he was the same man that
acted as Mrs. Perkins' manager.
Simpson's son, Henry C. Simpson
of Lincoln Center, Kan., is made de
fondant in the suit.

swribes this rapier as probably the
tmoet perfect and best preserved that
jias yet been discovered. The point
and edge of the blade are as perfect
find Eharp as when they left the hands
iof the worker centuries before our

BIRD

Margaret Gormely, Seventeen Years
Old, Tells How She Routed Man
With Her Fists.

1 WOMAN'S

bitik

TO

THE

CHIDES

Conveyed to
Those Who Have Minds Attuned to Hear,

Message of

MassachuWas Attended by Many
Sucessful Men.

Peru, Mass. On the round-abou- t
road from Cummington to Peru, Mass.,
the traveler passes an old stone
schoolhouse built in the early part of
the eighteenth century which is noted
as the place where some of the most
celebrated of Berkshire's famous men
This is the
(rained their education.
highest schoolhouse in the state of

Unearthed Prove
Centuries Before Christ People of Erin
Emerged From Barbarism.

'

LISTENING

STATE

IN

Old Stone Institution 1n

Ipeelment
High

SCHOOL

the Centuries

Sitting in the village churchyard,
while the children play with flowers
upon the sodded grass, and the slow
gossips saunter past the gate and the
evening sunshine breaks in through
the golden shower of the laburnums
and rests peacefully on the worn headstone, the chiming of the bells trembles through the air like speech of
living voices. What histories of human life have they not witnessed up
in that gray tower among the ivy!
What fears and jealousies, what greed
and passion and awful sins, handed
down in whispers of dark tradition,
have they not rung in and out at
baptism and wedding and funeral!
What mysteries are sealed 'under
these tombs, but no mysteries to
them! How they have chimed for
every one that is buried round, and
mixed with their thoughts, and wandered with them through other lands,
and come to them In dreams; dying
children have heard them call to
heaven; have lingered sweetly in the
ears of happy brides; lonely fathers
have wept with them for the dead;
the have softened the prodlcal's
heart in a far country; they have rrjng
like the voice of peace through the d'Ji
of battle; they have startled the wicft-ethought and palsied the wicked
hand, and there they peal still, out of
the past into the present, over the
dead and over the living. It is only a
peal of bells, and we have heard them
a thousand times, and nobody thinks
of them; but yet all this, and a great
deal more Is in them. William F.
Stevenson.
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FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

OPTIC'S
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L

NUMBER,

WANTED

chair.

Blanche (at the amateur theatricals) Oh! dear me! I've got my
lines all right and the business, but
I don't know how to make up.
Constance You silly thing you!
lust make up as you always have
done.
DISGRACED

DORADO

in-

cordially
Wm. P. Mills,

ADVER-

LODGE

munication first and
third Thursday in
o"ju mvnin. visiting

brothers

vited.
Petten, Secretary.

MAIN

V

To buy or rent a wheel
Miss RIchley, 503 Main.

NO. .

1

KNIGHTS OF
THIAS Meets

Pi

ery Monday
in
ning

eve
Castlt-Hal-

l.

Vlaitinj

J3Lf

Knights ar cordl
ally Invited. Chaa
Uebachnex, Chas
cellor Commando!

W. M., H. S .Van

Wanfett

Harry .Martin,
and Seal.

Record'

Keeper, of

F. O. E.

Meats first and third Tues
day evening each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
a!!7 invited to attend. A. M. Adlei
President: E. C. Ward, Secretary

L. O. O.
jVIOOSE

Meets second anf
fourth Thursday
evening eaci
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visum)
brothers cordially invited. Dr. ti
W. Houf, Dictator;
J, TbornMn
Secretary.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and uird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

LOCAL

TIME CAHii

EAST BOUND

Arrive

Depart

No. 2
9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
No. 4
11:05 p. m
11:05 p. m
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
WANTED To buy good pool table, FRATERNAL
No. 8
2:05 a. m
2:10 a. m
102 Mees every Monday night at
Address D. J. Cassldy, Mora, N. M.
No. 10
1:45 p. m
. 2:10 p. m
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
8 o'clock.
members are
WILLOW RIVER, B. C Main line
VlBliing
WEST BOUND
J. C. Wertz,
G. T. P. and P & H, R railways;
cordially welcome.
No. 1
1:20 p. m
1:45 p. m
entrance great Peace River country.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary; No.
6:10 a. m
6:15 a. m
3....
C.
H.
Town-sitetreasurer.
s
Bally,
White, Pacific Land and
No. 7
4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m
Co., Ltd., 178 Pac. Bldg., VanNo. 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
couver, B. C, for maps, plates, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
printed matter. Agents wanted.
, ATTORNEYS
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
H. Hunker Chester A. Hunkei
George
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Attorneys-at-LaFOR RENT Furnished house with
Visiting members are especially Las Vegas..
New Mextew
electric light and bath. Apply 621
welcome and cordially Invited.
Rail.Dad avenue.
,

For Rent

DENTISTS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
furnished
I. O. of B. B.
CLIFFORD PLEW
Meets every first
Dentist, Room 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
Olive 546)
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Residence Telephone
FURNISHED .ROOMS, home comforts,
Main SI
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Office Telephone
no sickness. 803 Jackson.
Isaac
Invited.
Appol,
cordially
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec

FOR RENT Two room
house, 921 Lincoln.

for Sato-

Crockett Building.

retary.

-

Main 111
Main 166
House Telephone
COUN-CIOF COLUMBUS,
NO. 804. Meets second and
DR. F. R. LORD
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Will
associated
wlta Dr. CllfforJ
be
memOffice Telephone

once. KNIGHTS

don Globe.

m

rrt

i

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

Reg-nkul-

f

M4

ma-daro-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Five cents per line each Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave sec. d Tues-l"- All
ad vert Is ments charged
line.
"1 see you are paying the hospital
in each month at Maday
will
be
booked
at
sat,
space
actually
expenses of that painter who fell oft
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
without regard to number of words.
the roof."
KlnkeL E. C; Chaa. Tamme, ReIn
man
to
Cash
a
lose.
advance
too
"Yes; he's
preferred.
good
corder.
As he went down he touched up two
or three places which would have been
very hard to reach."
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con
THOSE GIRLS.
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary. '

Kit Carson, Boys' Hero.
A notable boys' hero of the last gen
eration not entirely forgotten yet was
Christopher Carson, popularly known
as Kit Carson, who' was born in Kentucky, December 24, 1809, removed to
Missouri while a child and became a
"The manager always keeps back
famous hunter, trapper, scout and In a portion of tbe villain's salary."
dian fighter. Col. John C. Fremont
"Why does he do that afraid he'd
used him as a guide in his explora- skip?"
tions and later he was very service"No; but he always acts his part
able to the government in making better when he's mad."
treaties with the Indians. During the
PICTURES Civil war he rendered great service to
FOR
PRICES
BIG
CRUSHED IN THE RUSH
the Union In New Mexico, Colorado
brev-etted
Paintings From Rouart's Collections and the Indian territory, and was visbrigadier general in 1867. He
Bring More Than Expected
ited Washington with a deputation of
by Experts.
Indians, and afterward made a tour
Paris. The first day's sale of the of the states with them. He died in
collection of the late Henri Rou art, Colorado May 23, 1868.
consisting of modern paintings, real-lzeThe bidding
a total of $352,799.
i
Rug Selling
was spirited throughout, and in many
customer
You
The
claim
possible
cases the works fetched more than
double the valuation set by experts. this is a genuine Turkish rug, do you?
The Wily Dealer EEt ees true,
The best price of the sale was $16,200
Zee rug Is very genuine Turkother Corots
for a Corot. Twenty-twsold at prices ranging from $2,630 to ish.
The Customer It looks old and ragManet's "bust of a woman,
$24,500.
undraped," valued at $10,000, brought ged. Just see that stain and these
holes!"
$21,340.
The Dealer Yes, madame. Zat ees
ze proof. It shows zat ze rug ees vary
Says Spouse Tickled Her Feet.
New York. "He tickled my feet at genuine Tarltcy rug. Look, madame.
night and kissed the picture of a for- What yon call ze stain ess powder
mer sweetheart right before my burn, and a'l m holes are bullet holes!
Mrs.
Gertrude Vary genuine Turkey rug, direct from
"Ib your buy on the football team
eyes." complained
Draught, three months a bride, when ze seat Of war. Only ninety dollars, this yar?"
under It last
u
Kh
vol a warrant for Imr husband'i madam.
"I boso so: lis
Th cuaiomer promptly siiett and
on
dentition charge.
ymr"
vny the price.
o

WANT
RATES

HESTAtCANT AfJB CAFt

SHORT ORDERS AND
DINNERS
TUB BEST GOODS OBTAI N ABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

COLUMN

Japanese Embalming.
In the olden days In Japan the master embalmer was successful In securing to posterity a perfectly extraordinary amount of preservation in the
bodies on which he operated. The
Japan Chronicle draws attention to a
case of this nature which has re"We dined out last evening. Pa dis
cently come to light in Kobe. The op- graced us, as usuaL"
eration of laying out a public park
"How so."
there included the removal of some
"Got to the end of the dinner
Two
graves of the Aoyama family.
three forks and two spoons still
with
graves were opened belonging to old unused."
daimyo who were buried about 200
years ago. The graves consisted of
LOGICAL
stone cells with large coffins of wood,
containing inner coffins of earthenware.
On the spaces between the
cell walls and the wooden coffins being opened those present were much
surprised to see that the bodies were
in a state of perfect preservation, having all the appearance of wax fig
ures. The old Amagasakl lords lay in
almost lifelike freshness. Several valuable personal tslongings were found
In the graves, including two long
swords, women's hair ornaments,
boxes for pocket lnkstones, gold fam- II yseals, writing brushes, etcr Lo

d

THE OPT.IC

CHAPMAN

Douglas Jerrbld's Verdict Will Be Indorsed by Many Who Have Tried
to Read Browning.

The writings of Robert Browning,
are in great favor among an
aesthetic few but continue to be
caviar to the general public, probably
received their keenest criticism from
Douglas Jerrold half a century ago.
Jerrold was recovering from a violent
illness when a copy of Browning's
"Sordello" fell Into the hands of the
convalescent. He began to read, but
not a complete idea could he get from
that mystic, production. The thought
then struck him that he had lost his
reason during his illness. Filled with
agony, a perspiration burst from his
brow. At that moment his wife entered the room. "Read this, my dear," he
cried out, thrusting the volume Into
her hands. After several attempts
to make any sense out of it, as Jerrold related, she returned It, saying,
I don't un"Bother the gibberish!
derstand a word of it!" "Thank
heaven," exclaimed Jerrold, "then 1
am not an Idiot after all!"

L3BBY

THE

1

POET

which
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FOR SALE Cheap if taken at
Horse, hack and harness.
Singer
sewing machine. Small heater. 618

Pioneer building.
Visiting
bers are eordially invited. Richard
Devtne, G. K-- ; Frank Angel, F. S.

Grand.
FOR SALE

30 R. C. B. Leghorn
cockerels good foundation stock. 12
R. C. R. I. Red cockerels, parent
stock from prize winners of Busch- e
and rich. Phone Main
454, C. W. Wesner,
6t

.

PETER

a

IP. MACKEL

LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street AH visiting brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M; Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

34

Directory

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS

Plew Indefinitely.
PIONEER BUILDING.
Main il
Office Telephone
Main AU
Residence Telephone

1.

mann-PIerc-

Business,.

r,

L

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.
P. O. ELKS

FOLEY'S

unwrv and tad
COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS,
GOLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING

COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable? The Bee Hive on the

carton is the mark of the genuine.
Rafuae sustitutes.

HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING

tardwood Finishing, Paper Haaxlng
and Glatlng.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
est Side Plata . . . . Old Town

H. C. YOUNG
Lock

-

and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing

ICTURE

FRAMING A SPECIALTY
20 Sixth St.
East Las Vegas

I

o.
Red Cross Drug
O. G. Benaerer

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 "be. Each Delivery
lb. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs. to . 200 lbs. Each Delivery
Less than 5d lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.
200

20c per
25o per
.30o per
40o per
50o per

100 lb.
100 lbs.
100 lbs,
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vesa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Automobile, Carriage &

SI an PAIN tin a
N.

429

0.

HERMAN

ANT Ads
Are Best

Grand Ave

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars

Re-var- d

for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.

Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Talse Hall's Family Pills for

m

--

tii w

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most.

of

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone
who reads the ads. in thla newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ans er ads. In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical Instruments.
'
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
aorte of thlnga, they have come to be Under of the best

pos-sibl-

e
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Porta! and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As it Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

he

0uer

Vonderfu

H.

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure'sflagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for S7.50

per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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OF EDUCATION
COMMISSIONER
WILL VISIT THE NORMAL
arrived in
UNIVERSITY IN JUNE.
Waterman,

1

;

"OB

Ikgte

WXi-i-

V

j

Vi

'fr

RUG ANNOUNCEMEN

1
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hi
At iho iiieijling hld yett'i'dujr
time of Sis death, accompanied the
board of reuciitu of the Mew ,Mn
the
to
La
body
Vega.
bour&on
Try a !raJi jf CM Taylor
Normal I'tiiveruity, Dr. KiojiU it.
ico
f
a xzm Cjera. Ear. Xlr.
11.
Roberts, president of ilia miuml,
every
Sunday
from
Dr. T. i'
Hiith'irized tu" etigag
was
atto
Invited
are
school in Las
coiumiKdlomsr
States
Uuilud
A
M.
C.
Claxtou,
Y.
the
at
a
tend
mefetisg
la w wood. Ciroct from itsCZstj to
limine,-meri- t
htca to be held this evening at 7:30 of education, to give tna com
7 30. At tii. Lccsy, erf coarse.
Ad.
address in Juuu.
o'clock
The purine of the meeting
Dr.,Claxton in onu of the biggwt
Th Ladi' Baptist Aid society will ,b to difceuss the wganizatkm of the
men
in the educational world today
s hool basketball league,
t
7
Fifth Sunday
wiJj 3Sr. Young, 104-is known throughout the entire
and
the
conducted
under
be
Is
to
v.hith
at
We are showing the choke
sT:t. Thursday
selection ever brought 'to Us
country as a brililiint speaker. Dr.
management of the Y. M. C. A.
Claxton has already consented u)
in
Art
Vegas
Squares, Tapestry and Body Brui-;el.- ,
Velvet urA
Normal
On account of the death of Fred come to Las Vegaa for the
jj A. A. Sena, aad Chris Goke hare!
Ru-Axmirmer
with
and without
and while attending
in a larre varston of
aad have" Westennajn, who was a member ol commencement,
I; entered lata partnership
school presNormal
of
the
conference
local
the
Elks
and
the
game
lodge,
bowing
designs
prices.
creced a general merchandise store
idents to be held in Philadelphia next
at GaSlaa Springs, where the Gokei scheduled for this evening at the
Elks' club between the McWenle and month, Dr. Roberts will make final
and Sena, ranches are located.
AS USUAL CUE PE1CES WILL EE THE LCV.XST
the WItten teams has been postponed arrangement with the educator for
his visit here.
The Catholic Ladle' Aid society until Saturday evening. The dance
The regents at tnis meeting al
will hoid their regular monthly meet-;- . which wa3 to have beea given at the
approved the recently installed fire
tag la the Knights of Columbus hal! Elks' club tomorrow evening has been
CEL
apparatus In the Normal
protection
some
next
time
week,
tomorrow evening at 8:13. All mem- poBtponed until
the placing of
building,
including
to
later.
the
announced
date
be
bers are repeated to be present
"Complete Home Furnishers"
fire hose on the stairs of the buildfloor
third
entirely
ing, making ttie
The Catholic Ladies' Aid sociei
"Judge" Le Xoir, presiding over the safe.
will give a Five Hundred party toA contract was let by the regents
morrow evening ia the O. R. C. hall. "kangaroo court'' at the Y. M. O. A.,
the remaining repairs w Ich are
for
on
a
new
one
last
sprung
evening,
Immediately lollowing the regular
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
in the building. The chapel
needed
meeting of the Las Vega council oi the people who attended the session.
E.
D.
Vice
President Hallett Raynolds, .
and
beau
Raynolds,
renovated
Allowing the original prisoner to es- is to be euUrely
the Knlghta of Columbus.
the
Vice'
in
and
B.
work
Davis,
new
President
H. Erie Hoke. Asa
put
panel
cape from the "court room," Judge tified,
On
the
entire
repainted.
apartment
Le
consent
of all those
Noir, with the
Yesterday afternoon at the resiof the chapel will bep laced
dence of Justice of the Peace D. R. present, proceeded to try a young man stage
frieze done in plaster,
beautiful
a
maida
Muray, Rav B. Sutton of San Antonio, who had won the heart of fair
which 1s a donation of the class of
en
from
The
another.
charge brought
X. M., and Miss Anna E. Drees of
1912.
Chicago, l!l., were married by Justice against the vomit: man was that of
Frank ReveU was awarded the conMurray in tbe presence of a small "abduction" and the court, with the tract for the carpentry work whici
assistance of the prosecuting attorfathering.
Is to be done and P. P. Mackel was
neys, did its best to find the man
contract.
is
said, however, that the awarded the painting
Charles Koeben, the first "hobo" to guilty. It
announced
Dr.
Robert
today thav
be arrested this week in Las Vegas, young man had won out in a fair
' OF LAS VEGAS, N. M
an Invitawitn
honored
has
he
beea
was this morning given ten days on race and that the case was that of
the Idano
October
in
to
address
tion
the
of
man
time"
best
"beating the
the city road gang by Judge D. R.
Teachers' association at its annual
Murray. Koeben was arrested by Spe- the other fellow.
meeting, which will be held in Idano
Capital, $10d;X)0 Surplus, and UDrvirHD Fro
cial Officer L. B. Korris for trespassFalls. This invitation Is not only a
ing on the property of the Santa Fe
A new officer was added today to
great honor for Dr. Roberts, but Is
Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy ,
Railway company.
the city police force when "Bob," the also a boost for the Normal TJnivei
handsome spaniel of Major Ludwig
state
the
outside
that
commodatioa Within the Scope of Co- - '
sity, showing
was presented to Chief of Police as well as at home, the effectiveness
Deputy Game Warden Ludwig
declares there are a number of Ben Coles by his owner. Bob Is a of the work being done here Is apSan Miguel county eportsmen who most versatile" canine and doubtless
on Tlma Deposits
preciated.
are hunting without licenses. He will prove a valuable addition to the
sayg all licenses expired on Decem- police department. For several years
The third game of the Elks' mixed
ber 31, last. Persons who hunt with he has been assistant foreman of the double
was
tournament
bowUng
no licenses or with expired licenses, E. Romero Hose and Fire company, rolled last
alElks'
on
the
evening
are subject to a heavy fine.
assistant major in the New Mexic( leys, six couples contesting for the
National G minis, assistant delivery-ma- n honors of the evening, which were
1,059 FULLY EQUIPPED
and salesman for the Ilfeld hard- finally won by Mrs. Loiuse Scott and
This evening at the First Methodist
1 church will be held an evangelistic ware store. He can climb a ladder Fred Nolette with a total or 505 pins
meeting to which everybody is cor much more rapidly than a man and for the two strings. The other scores
'
Rev. E. C. Anderson can make a tramp climb a tree in for the two strings were as follows:
dially Invited.
will preach and the chorus choir will record time. The only crime for Mr. and Mrs. M. Danzlger, 4S0 pins;
The service will which he haE been convicted waB the Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hoke, 433 pins;
lea.d the singing.
commence at 7:30 oo'clock and will devouring o( a pair of socks belong- Mr. and Mrs. Ballett Raynolds, 392
ing to Byron T. Mills, which were pins; Miss Ruth Winters aDd Mr.
close promptly at 8:30 o'clock,.
left In the business men's locker Charles Trumbull, 382 pins; Miss
room of the Y. M. C. A. There are Phebe Hart and Mr. John Rudulph,
The following Applications for bounwho are willing to bet that Bob 302
many
pins.
ty upon the skins of wild animals will desert the
police force and reI
were made late yesterday afternoon
f
sume his former offices the first tiny
and this morning: Eugenio Ortiz, 2
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
he gets out of the sight of Chif.
Z
OVERLAHD
for one coyote killed near Rlbera;
Coles.
avePeter Hartman, $8 for four coyotes
LOST In vicinity of Railroad
killed in precinct No. IS; Claudio
nue and Third street a mesh hag
Telephone or call sad we will I
HIGHS ARE PRACTICING
Sena, 2 for one wild cat killed near
containing cash under $5 and keys.
Rociada.
The Las Vegas High school girls'
Reward for return to Optic office.
show JOD.
basketball team is practicing dally for
Th? funeral services of the late the big game with the Santa Fe high FOR RENT Small chicken ranch with
five room house and orchard. Rent
VJ
J
Fred Westernian will be held on Fri school girls' team which Is to be play,
802
in
the
It
armory.
(heap If taken at once. Call at
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from ed Friday evening
Main avenue.
the family residence at 1203 Sixth is reported &at the Santa Fe girls'
Ptune Main 344.
street. The services will he conduct- team Is a last aggregation of basketed by Rev. Norman Skinner and B. ball players and the way the local
P. O. Elks lodge No. 408. The body team is showing up In practice indiwill lie in state at the family resi- cates that tha game on Friday evendence from 2 o'clock tomorrow after-noo- ing will be one of the fastest ever
until Friday noon. Interment 8ou in Las Vegas. Ab this game la
!
to be practically the only big game
1 TliEfiE
will be in the Masonic cemetery.
of tin season, every basketball fan
S
in the city will be on hand to witness
local
the
tear
A.
to
and
the game
help
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IKE DAVIS
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J. C. JOHNSEN

The Cash Grocer
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VERY FANCY

SCII

c;.-S-

EATING APPLES

FIRST NATIONAL BAI

Jonathans

Wlnef aps

,

Roman Beauties

GOOD COOKING APPLES

From 3 to 5 cts. Per lb.
f

Fancy Navel Oranges

Fancy Florida Grape
Fruit

..'51

J. H. Stearns

klTC

gpocer

GOH L A

i D" VJ O Q D

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Vv5vA7

SWASTIKA COAL

i:2Z?l

WHOLESALE A N D RETAIL
KfMili fm ?Jm Q Q B QfJ rtoon.M.i.SI

If

it may be termed a science

must

include a means of presenting the

The

Science of
Selling

to, the greatest number

proposition

of prospective buyers.

To reach this
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Farms

Interest PalJ

EverlMag Eaiable

win
PMMCE
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For one week only commencing January 18 and
ending January 24 we will sell our Absolutely
Pure Cactus Brand Lard

endorsing

$1.10
'

our

60c
40c

with

their

For FERNDELL
and you
best. .

;

A

of the first contest. The admission
for the two games will be H5 cents.
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UNEQUALLED.
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complete line

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters enialniniT uncalled for, for
the week ending January in, 19U. if;
Ricardo Aragon: Jno. Adams; Miss
Carrie Clatlenlmrs: H. W. Davis
Ib. Foster; Miss Doloritas C.allegos; j
E. Hollo
ml Hail; Ci P. i
C.
:
Iranson;
W.
Hobb;
way;
J.'rs. Ella
Co.
Interstate Casut.

i

SHIRTS, COLLARS,

el fhe

WW"

Preserves,

con-

tinued patronage.

AND

Large Pails
Medium Pails
Small Pails.,

it

.11

The preliminary game will commence at 8:15 o'clock, the big game
to follow immediately after the finish

results of perfec t laundering to
hundreds of patrons,

4

The preliminary game between the
eighth grade of the High school and
the eighth grade team of the Normal
school will ha a good one also, and
every fan should be oa band at the
armory to take In this preliminary
as well as the big game of the evening.

We are daily presenting

FOR. GASH

win.
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